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PagelS
The Sports section previews the
Murray State Homecoming football game versus Samford Saturday. The Racers lost 35·14 to Jacksonville State last Saturday.

PagelO
The College Life section features
Monday night's Take Back the
Night, part of the Women's Center's RE SAFE week.

October 8, 2004

Crews prepare
campus, eve_nts
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@lthenews.org

Facilities
Manage·
ment workers began
preparations for Homecoming several weeks
ago with planning,
planting and cleaning.
Associate Vice President for Facilities Management Dewey Yeatts
said employees work to
keep the campus attractive throughout the
year but take special
consideration
w ith
Homecoming weekend.
The buildings require
a more thorough cleaning than usual, as many
returning alumni like to
visit their former residential colleges, said
Yeatts.
"We want to make
sure that the buildings
inside and out are presentable," he said.
Facilities Management workers begin
planning early because
they remain uncertain
of the weather and
logistics, Yeatts said.
"We know how long
it takes us to get things
done, but it just
depends how many special requests we get,"
Yeatts said. "Naturally,
we watch the forecasts
and try to plan accord-

ingly. We have to make
sure that we have sufficient time to get our
work done."
Yeatts said because
there are a lot of activities during Homecoming weekend, many
work overtime but no
additional employees
are hired. Yeatts said
250
workers
are
employed by the office
but not all work on
preparations.

''After everyone
else goes home,
after Homecoming,
it doesn't end for
us. We have to
clean up all the
things that we have
prepared for."
Dewey Yeatts
Associate
Vice President of
Facilities Management
Preparations
performed by Facilities
Management employees include general
campus beautification,
preparing the grassy
area adjacent to Roy
Stewart Stadium for
Tent City, cleaning
Stewart Stadium and
preparing the Alumni
Center.
Yeatts said workers

plant mums and dean
the grounds in the
weeks prior to Homecoming. Employees set
up tents, tables and bnrricadcs for Tent City.
Yeatts said many tents
require electricity and
the workers arc responsible for preparing this
as well.
''After everyone else
goes home, after Home·
coming, it doesn't end
for us. We have to clean
up all the things that we
have prepared for," he
said. ''All of the 600
chairs. they have to go
back to their location."
Stewart Stadium also
gets special treatment
the week before Homecoming as workt•rs pre·
pare the stadium and
clean after the events.
"Just to make sure
that the stadium is presentable, we go over
and clean it up and get
all the concourse area
prescutable.''
Yeatts
said. "We just recently
went out over the past
week or so and repainted the center logo and
the football field itself.
We touch those up each
year and make sure
they look presentable."
Despite the extra
work required, Yeatts

see OFFICIALS I 3
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Erin Gilles/The News

Stuart Short Oeft) and Fred Shelton, Murray State grounds crew workers, plant mums outside Woods College Monday. This was one of the last flower beds workers had to plant
before Homecoming Saturday.

Family, friends mourn student's death
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.fJrg

Spending time with family and friends was a priority for Stephanie Todd, even
though she juggled classes
and a full-time job.'
Stephanie, sophomore
from Palmersville, Tenn.,
died from injuries sustained in a car accident Friday night in Graves County.
Stephanie and her sister,
freshman Rachel Todd,
were driving home after
Stephanie'~ night class.
After the accident, an
ambulance
transported
both women to the Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
Rachel received treatment and was released two
days later. She sustained
several broken bones and
will be involved in physical
therapy.
Stephanie, a middle
school education major,
wanted to be a teacher
since she was a child.
"She wanted to catch
them at an age that she
thought she could make a
difference in their lives,"
said
Angela
Todd,
Stephanie's mother.
In a questionnaire, prov~ded
by her family,
Stephanie said, ''I see
myself finishing college and
getting a job in education,
then when I get ready. I'll
get married and have children."

t

her church, and discussed
issues affecting today's
children.
Todd
said
Stephanie also learned
American Sign l..:'lnguage to
sign songs at church.
Todd
s aid
despite
Stephanie's busy work
schedule at the Little General Store in Dresden,
Tenn .• she was dedicated to
her school work and Murray State.
"She loved Murray State,''
Todd said. "That's where
her dad went and where I
started .... From the time my
husband started. she said,
'This is where I want to
courtesy of Todd lamily
come.'"
Stephanie Todd
As a child, Stephanie
Her mother described spent a lot of time outside
Stephanie as a wonderful with her sisters and friends.
"She just liked to get out
person who wanted everyone to know she was a there and run around with
Christian.
She
said the youngest ones," Todd
Stephanie helped around said. "Her and Rachel were
the house and cared for best friends; you didn't see
one without the other."
your younger siblings.
"Everybody talked about
Todd said Stephanie
her beauty and her smile.'' loved the Six Flags theme
Todd said. "She was willing park and wanted to move to
to give her last cent to any- St. Louis.
body that needed it."
"(Our family) just did
Attributes that helped her everything together. and
teach
Vacation
Bible she liked it that way,'' Todd
School with bcr sister, said. "Last year we took a
Todd said, were her outgo· vacation to a cruise in Key
ing personality and love of West :md the Bahamas, and
children. Stephanie attend· we're so glad we did."
ed Tolley Springs Baptist
Steven Todd, Stephanie's
Church and went on sever- father also remembered the
al mission trips to \Illest time he and his daughters
Virginia.
spent together as a family.
Stephanie participated in
"She like the family
Acteens, a youth group at atmosphere," he said. "We

were kind of private people, but we liked being
together."
Friends were a lso an
important
part
of
Stephanie's life. Jennifer
Hobbs, sophomore from
Palmersville, grew up with
Stephanie and also played
basketball with her.
Hobbs said she and
Stephanie attended the
same church and went to
high school and college
together.
"She had th1s bubbly per·
sonality and always smiling
face," Hobbs said. "It's been
kind of hard being on cam·
pus the last couple of days
and not seeing her listening
to her music."
Remembering one of
Stephanie's goals, Hobbs
said she wanted to have her
family in front of church to
sign a song together.
Hobbs said Stephanie
handled her busy schedule
well.
"It seemed at times that
she was kind of stressed
out, but she always put her
faith in the Lord and moved
on," Hobbs said. "She was a
friend to everybody. Every
time she would encounter
somebody. she would make
them feel welcome.
"We have so many good
memories together," she
said. "It was just that smil·
ing face that she had that lit
up a room."
Stephanie's funeral and
burial were Monday.

News Briefs

1-Iart resident reports sexual assault
A Hart resident reported to Public Safety at 2:49 a.m.
Saturday that she had been sexually assaulted by an
acquaintance, according to a News Bureau press release.
Public Safety officers interviewed the victim and suspect, and the incident is under investigation.

Court gircs fonncr employee's case to grand jury
The case of Bobby Hendrix, who was charged with
theft of more than $300 and a second offense of driving
under the influence on Sept. 21, was handed over to a
grand jury Sept. 28.
No date has been set for the grand jury to meet.
According to a Kentucky State Police report, Hendrix,
a former Murray State employee, was arrested at his
home after admitting to possessing seven University laptops. The KSP had received a complaint Hendrix had the
computers.
-from staff reports

Premium costs increase
approximately 8 percent
Marissa Casey
Contributing Writer
The University's 2005
employee health insurance
plan will raise premium
costs by 7.9 percent.
Joyce Gordon, associate
vice president of Human
Resources, said 2005 will be
the first in many years rates
have not had a double-digit
increase.
"Our healt h insurance
plan for the coming year is
going to be much, much
better than what everybody
anticipated,'' Gordon said.
''Last year our employee
rates went up 35 percent.
This year they're going up
7.9 percent.

"Ninety-two percent of
our employees will have a
$13 or less inc rease per
month," she continued.
"That's a very small
amount in the world of
insurance."
Gordon said premium
costs increase because the
University increases its
healthcare budget.
"One of the things that
helps us keep our policy
low is that Dr. Alexander is
very supportive of healthcare issues on campus," she
said. "This year the University increased the healthcare budget by an additional $290.000. For the 2004
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Public Safety officials investigate
string of University property thefts
the likelihood of theft may
decrease.
Staff Writer
amathis@thenews.org
"All easily toncealable
and/or removable electronic
Between Sept. 23 and 29, devices arc at risk for theft and
eight laptops and one memory should be marked and
card were reported missing secured," he said.
from Murray State.
Dan Claiborne, chair of the
Seven of the eight laptops industrial and engineering
were stolen from the Industry technology department, sa:id
and Technology Center on the department is increasing
Sept. 23. Four days later, a lap- security.
top from Wilson Hall and a
"We are beginning to ask our
memory card from Blackburn faculty and our students to
Science Building also were lock the labs and guara them
stolen.
very closely when classes are
David DeVoss, director of over," Claiborne said
Public Safety, said the cases
Claiborne said his departare under investigation, and ment has been somewhat lax
anyone who witnesses individ· in watching the computer labuals removing property should oratories in the past, but does
contact the University Police not want to overreact to the
Department.
situation and prevent student
"Students and staff are use. The department may
encouraged to clearly mark employ additional student
and secure property," DeVoss workers to extend the lab
said. "If markings on property hours, he said.
are in obviously visible places
"But, we're just trying to be
and are permanently affixed, responsible for our students'

Adam L. Mathis
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Enn Cities/The News

Stuart Short (left) and Fred Shelton, Murray State grounds crew workers, plant a flower bed on Olive Street Monday afternoon.

Officials want alumni
.; to take pride in MSU
...

for our students and
faculty, so we really
said, workers enjoy want to make this a
Homecoming weekend. memorable occasion for
"It's a labor oflove for the whole campus comus," he said. "We enjoy munity to enjoy," he
having the campus said .
beautiful and we really
Molly Cochran, alumenjoy seeing alumni ni support and services
come back home to coordinator,
is
in
Murray State, and we charge of planning Tent
want it to always be a City. She said preparaplace where they feel tions began last spring
welcome and proud to when orders were sent
visit."
out for those who wantWayne Harper, asso· ed to reserve a tent.
ciate director for build"We place tent orders
ing
services
and early and closer to
grounds maintenance, school, ask what they
said the biggest chal- will do and need," she
lenge for the grounds said. "There is limited
crew is Tent City.
space available, but we
"We stil1 have all our try to accommodate
other work to do and everyone as well as we
setting up all those can."
tents and electricity for
Arrangement of the
that is probably the tents is important,
largest body of work," Cochran said, but the
Harper said. "(Tents reservation process is
have to be) strategically fairly familiar to everylocated in order to fit one. She said many
them all in the confined groups want a location
space."
in proximity to another
Harper acknowledges group.
the importance of
"We tell (Facilities
Homecoming weekend Management) if we'd
but said events held at like certain tents beside
the University through- certain tents," she said.
out the year and are "A lot of it depends on
equally important.
the electrical users. It's
"We recognize that kind of like a puzzle; it
it's an important time depends on who needs
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what. We try to keep all
the Greeks in a row and
so on."
University President
F. King Alexander said
the success of Homecoming is very important to Murray State,
and preparations for it
are vital to its success.
"People want to be a
part of something good,
something they can
take pride in, something
that feels very good that
has a very positive
momentum," Alexander
said. "They will rarely
ever enjoy something
that is in horrible shape
and its management
appears to be deficient.
That's the reason campus should look its best
during Homecoming."
Alexander
said
Homecoming consists
of a long strift8 of
events tonight and Saturday.
He said planning is an
important part of a successful Homecoming.
"For our many alumni, this may be the only
time they sec campus
all year," he said. "They
should leave Murray
State this weekend feeling great pride with the
progress of our U niversity."

..

needs and help them have
equipment available to them,"
Claiborne said.
The laptop stolen from Wilson Hall belonged to a teaching assistant in the department
of organizational communication, said Department Chair
Steve Cox. After being locked
in the assistant's office, the
computer was missing the next
day.
"We're locking all the doors
and checking them twice ... we
don't know what else to do,"
Cox said.
There have been other thefts
on campus this year. Bobby
Hendrix, a former Murray
State employee, was arrested
Sept. 21 on charges that included the theft of seven University laptops.
DeVoss said anyone who
witnesses a theft should take a
description of the person and
any vehicle the person may be
driving and report the information to Public Safety.

Employees pay more for health coverage
From Pagel
year we increased the budget
by $350,000. And to put that in
perspective, we increased the
2003 budget by (nearly)
$650,000. In 1998 our plan was
$3.8 million. Our total plan is
almost $7 million for 2005."
Faculty Senate President Ed
Thome
said
continuing
increases in the healthcare
budget are part of what has
kept Murray State's healthcare
coverage reasonable despite
increases in premiums.
"The administration has
been very good in its commitment to keeping a reasonable
plan affordable by continuing
to increase a monetary contribution to the plan," he said.
Thome said the Faculty and
Staff Insurance and Benefits
Committee plays a large role in
University healthcare.
"The Faculty and Staff Insurance and Benefits Committee
is an advisory committee to
Tom Denton, vice president
for finance and administrative
services," Thome said. "Denton and the administration
have been very generous in
contributing money to the plan
to keep premium costs down

for the faculty and staff."
Gordon said the feedback
she has received about the
2005 plan has been positive.
"This year we're very
pleased to have the year we:ve
had and I think most employees were very satisfied," she
said.
Tanya Thompson, administrative secretary in Waterfield
Library, said she has been satisfied with her health insurance.
"I think its pretty good,''
Thompson said. "I think they
are doing probably the best
they can do."
But Thompson said there is
still room for improvement.
"It would be nice if there was
dental and visual," she said.
"That would be a plus.''
Thome said he is pleased
with the University's health·
care policy.
"I think that health care is a
very difficult issue," Thome
said. "The administration and
the Faculty and Staff Insurance
and Benefits Committee have
been doing an excellent job
providing us with an affordable plan with reasonably good
coverage.
"Naturally we'd all like bet-

ter, no matter what we get, but
given the rise in the cost of
health care we're doing quite
well," he continued.
Gordon attributes the healthcare program's success to several factors.
"Murray State University is
self-insured, which means we
pay all of the claims ourselves.
We've been self-insured since
the 1980s, which has been a
better way to manage (health
care) because we have
assumed the risk ourselves for
our plan."
She also said making small
changes each year has kept the
University from encountering
a situation similar to the
state's.
"What makes what we have
to do different from the state is
they have not made major
changes in a number of years
and to make changes all at one
time is very difficult· for their
employees," Gordon said.
"What we have done is make
the changes over the past several years so we don't get
behind. That doesn't make you
popular every year, but it does
save you from a year where the
change is just so drastic that
you can't manage it."
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Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients get well
. through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to eam asubstantial
income commensurate with your position as aDoctor of Chiropractic.
Most DC's work in aprivate practice setting, providing time for family
and other important quality of life priorities.
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Elil.<lbeLh Cawdn
Pho ne: 762...:!168

Media makes mockery of itself
Journalistic ethics in question
~~~----~~~~~~~

Who won
the presidential debate?
Why?

OUR VIEW:

I

Issue:

OBEY r\y EVERI

W ITH THE

/\!"\.DAN RI\THER!

RECENT

\JORDl

DISCOVERY OF
THE USE OF
FORGED DOCU-

" I am not sure
who won, but
Bush is
emphasizing
morals America
should have."

MENTS BY

DAN

RATHER IN A
REPORT ON
PRESIDENT
BUSH'S
QUESTIONABLE

RaodyDavls

N ATIONAL

sophomore. Pari$, Tann.

GUARD
SERVICE, THE

"Both candidates
arc equally ao;
bad, and the on ly
reason people
. like Kerry better
is because he
hasn 't been our
president yet.'"

ETHICS OF THE
MEDIA HAVE
COME INTO
QUESflON
ONCE AGAIN.

LorlnAmoJd
junJof, Dallas

Position:
WHILE SOME

"Kerry stopped
Bush in his tracks
several times and
made him bu nk
at the cameras.
Bush ·s answers
were cop-outs."

ISSUES OF
ETHICS HAVE
GRAY AREAS,
PLAGIARISM
AND
FALSIFICATION
DO NOT.

Wes Duft'y

FACTS SHOULD

jun/ot, Naw Hall6n, Ill

BE CHECKED
AND CHECKED
AGAIN BEFORE

"Kerry was most
definitely more
presidential."

A STORY IS
REPORTED.
RATHER'S USE
OF FALSE
DOCUMENTS

Octavlar~
sophomore, Bowling Gr980

IN H IS STORY
CHIPS AWAY
AT THE
CREDIBILITY
Erin Gi lies/ The News

Who would you choose?
Vote at www.thenews.o18'.

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E-mail: thenews@ murraystate.edu
Fax: 762·3175

OF
JOURNALISTS
EVERYWHERE.

The staffeditorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is comprised of
all section editors.
Journalists often walk a thin
line in terms of ethics. The
question of ethics is a difficult
one. Is it ethical to chase an
ambulance or a fire truck to a
burning house? Is it ethical to
probe survivors after a horrific
accident? Is it ethical to use
unseemly means to track people down for stories? Is it ethical to reveal sources' names in
all situations?
While these questions might
be difficult to answer, one
remains simple. When is it ethical to plagiarize or falsify
information? Never.
In recent years, there have
been high profile cases of plagiarism, several of which
resulted in a Pulitzer for the
journalists in question, before
offenses were discovered.
As far back as the 1980s, Janet
Cooke was awarded a Pulitzer
for a feature story called "Jimmy's World." Cooke told the
story of a boy named Jimmy, a
third generation heroin addict
who aspired to become a hero-

in dealer. After Cooke refused
to reveal her source, a search
began for the boy and the world
soon discovered he was a figment of Cooke's imagination.
Most of the story was fiction.
More recently, Jayson Blair,
former reporter fo r The New
York Times, was caught falsify' information, including dateing
lines. Blair wrote stories from
New York and claimed they
were sent from various cities.
Pulitzer prize winning journalist Rick Bragg, too, was
found guilty of falsifying datelines. Bragg also ran his byline
on stories written by stringers,
interns or assistants. You may
remember Bragg as the author
of "All Over But the Shoutin',"
the book which earned him an
invitation to speak at Murray
State in 2002.
Now Bragg has been invited
to fill the visiting chair of excellence position at the University
of Memphis, according to a
Sept. 10 article in The Commercial Appeal. The position
would begin in January, pending approval by the Board of
Regents. Clearly his status as a
plagiarizer has no bearing on
his ability to teach at an institu-

tion of higher learning.
Jack Kelley, formerly of USA
Today, falsified interviews and
fabricated stories for years
before being caught in 2003.
Now, Dan Rather and the CBS
news team are in the forefront,
under scrutiny for running a
story about President Bush's
questionable National Guard
service and attendance based
on forged documents.
Media are often accused of a
number of crimes against
humanity, relating to all the
questions of ethics mentioned
earlier. Rep orters are lampooned for chasing firetrucks
and reporting only bad news.
TV anchors are looked down
upon for interviewing mourning family members after the
death of a loved one.
·
The cards are already stacked
against the media, and cases of
plagiarism, falsification and
questionable ethics only hurt
the fading credibility of the
American media.
Skepticism has become necessary news consumers. What
reason does anyone have to
believe what they read or see?
The media haven't given them
many.

--famous fake~-------------------------
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Elizabeth Caweln
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Heather Bryant
College Ufe Editor • 762·4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
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Stephanie Buford
Online Editor · 762-4480

Crystal Palmisano
Chief Copy Editor • 762-4468
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Tonya Wlrgau

Janet Cooke

Jayson Blair

1980 - 'jimmy's World" earns
Cooke a Pulitzer. Fired f rom
The Washington Post.

2003 - Falsified datelines
and stories. Fired
from T he New York T imes.

Joe Hedges
"The Murray State News· strives to be the
University community's source for Information.
Our goal Is to present that Information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
"The Murray State News· offers a hands·on
learning environment for those students Inter·
ested in journalism or other fields relating to
the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be tree from censorship and advance approval of copy: and, its
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news polictes.
"The Murray State News" is prepared and
edited by students and Is an official publication
of Murray State University. The first copy of
"The Murray State News• is free . Additional
copies are available for 25 cents at 111 Wll·
son Hall.

Jack Kelley

2003 - Falsified datelines, put 2003 - Fabricated stories
byline on stories by others.
and sources abroad.
Left The New York Times. Resigned from USA Today.

•Your ()J')iniC)1.1
One vote not as vital
as graphic implied

Advertising Manager • 762-4478
Adviser • 762·2998

Rick Bragg

To the Editor:
There may be many good reasons to vote. Sadly, the reason
suggested by the Sept. 24 edition,
that one vote has some reasonable probability of being decisive, is not among them.
Every vote counts, but the
instances provided in which a
single vote was decisive in
affecting an election are largely
spurious and entirely irrelevant
to the issue of w hether one vote
in a contemporary American
presidential election might be
decisive.
First, the supposedly decisive

votes in these instances are irrelevant to ·the issue at hand. All
these votes - the ones that actually occurred anyway - involved
relatively small numbers of people.
One vote in the U.S. Senate,
consisting of some 54 members,
has a reasonable probability of
being decisive. However, a single
vote in a population of nearly
200 million people of voting age
in the United States is considerably less likely to be decisive.
Thus, the evidence of a vote's
decisiveness in these small
groups has little bearing on the
decisiveness of a vote in this
much larger group.
Second, these occurrences
appear to be primarily urban leg·
ends. According to snopes.com,

of the seven examples listed,
four were simply untrue whereas
the others arc merely misleading. A cursory glance at the claim
that "in 1776, one vote gave
America the English language,
instead of German," should have
suggested that these claims
required greater scrutiny.
The Murray State News
and/ or the faculty who provided
this information to the newspaper, have a responsibility to pre·
sent information that has been
checked for accuracy as thor·
oughly as possible. I look for·
ward to an extensive and promi·
ncnt explanation of the errors
contained in the piece.
Voting is the responsibility of
every citizen, but encouraging
people to vote for the wrong rca-

sons is a dereliction of the
responsibilities of journalists
and professors.
Edward Cox
Assistant professor, philosophy

The Murray State News weicomes commentaries arid letters to
the edt tot. Letters should be 300
.words ot less and mutt be: ~abed·
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Can you name one of the
nine U.S. Supreme Court
Justices?
Stephen Breyer, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Clarence Thomas, ·
David Souter, Anthony
Kennedy, William Rehnquist,
Antonin Scalia, Sandra Day
O'Connor and John Paul
Stevens

October 8, 2004

'Bro. Jim' Gilles
(far right) speaks
to a crowd of Murray State students
gathered near the
bridge to the residential college circle Tuesday. He
talked about salvation
and
answered questions
students
asked.
Gllles
received criticism
and praise from
bystanders and
moved throughout campus talking with dlft'erent
groups of students.
Gllles
arrived on campus
Monday.

What you said:
Leanne Hedges
sophomore
from East Prarie, Mo.
"O'Connor, or something like
that."
Josh Dunn
freshman from Murray

Murray State follows loW residency trend
New program allows
off-campus degree
Carrie Pond
Staff Writer

"No, I could not."
Matt Collins
freshman from Marion
"Not off hand."
Lace Busby

sophomore from Hickman
"Sandra Day O'Connor."

Amber Ray
freshman from Milan, Tenn.
"I haven't really been keeping
up with politics. I don't like
politics, so I couldn't tell you."
Stephanie Utz
freshman from Taylor Mill

Correct answers: 3
Wrong answers: 7

cpond@thenews.org

Murray State introduced a low-residency
program to make it possible for those interested in
obtaining a master's
degree in creative writing
to do so off campus.
"(Low-residency programs) are a trend across
the (United States) and
we're getting in early,"
said Terry Strieter, Faculty Regent. ''Only about 35
or 55 universities (have
implemented low residency programs) out of
about 1,200 in the U.S."
Strieter said the program has appeal because
it allows professionals
and those from other
states to obtain most of
their degree online.

"This is a 48-hour program to obtain a master's
degree in fine arts," he
said. "(Students) can take
about half of the hours off
campus by the Internet.
That makes it possible for
students who can't make
it to campus to be
involved in the program.
(Also,) we facilitate a
more one on one tutorial
approach, so each student
gets individual attention
from professors."
Sandra Jordan, dean of
the College of Humanities and Fine Arts, said
there is a nationwide
demand for MFA graduate work in creative writing.
"The
low-residency
MFA gives us the ability
to tap into that interest
without interfering with
individual's lives,'' she
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Good Luck Racers! ·
From The Murray State News!
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said. "We already have a
successful and talented
faculty in creative writing. T he low-residency
program is a good way to
expound upon those
(existing) qualities."
Jordan said the program will also allow the
University to leverage its
resources and provide
better student access. She
said the appeal of the program is that students can
take courses without
leaving their homes.
George Hovis, director
of the U niversity's creative writing program,
said it is a two-year program in which students
would only have to come
to Murray State twice a
year for their residencies.
T his way, during the twoyear period, students
would only be required to
actually be on campus for
a total of 40 days.
"A low-residency MFA
is becoming an increasingly popular way to

achieve a degree," he
said. "Students are desiring more and more online
courses. T here is a
nationwide movement
toward distance learning."
Hovis said students can
choose to focus on one of
three areas: poetry, .fic·
tion or creative nonfiction.
In addition to the
courses offered online,
students will be working
with faculty mentors. The
mentors will read and
give feedback on their
students' writing. During
the 10-day residency periods, many nationallyknown writers w ill have
readings and give lectures on the craft of writing.
"The week full of read·
ings will be open to the
public," Hovis said.
"(This program is beneficial) to Murray State. the
community of Murray
and western Kentucky

(because it) will cultivate
Kentucky's writers and
provide a community of
writers.
"There are two reasons
(this program will be beneficial)," he continued.
''First. while we expect to
attract students throughout the nation, and even
the world, we will also
attract a fair number of
writers from Kentucky.
So we will cultivate our
own writers by enabling
them to study with writers from other areas.
(Second) all of the resi·
dency readings will be
open to the public."
Hovis said they are
aiming at having a quality
program at an affordable
price.
"That gives us a lot of
flexibility in terms of hiring faculty," he said.
"There are a Jot o f writers
eager to participate in
this program. It's a winwin situation for both faculty and studentl:i."

Matt Angel
Richard Ciresi
Evan Miller
Blaine Nichols
Seth Perry
Daniel Polichette
Jared Renner
Ryan Rohleder
Aaron Slager •
Ryan Underwood
Zach Wipfler
Good luck Magister Caleb Watters
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Internet functions increase in efficiency
•

University professors
integrate technology
Marissa Casey
Contributing Writer
While it may be difficult to imagine the Internet evolving further,
researchers are working
to make the World Wide
Web faster and more
efficient.
According to an article
on CNN, one such project is Internet 2, which
boasts speeds 100 times
faster than standard dialup services.
While Internet technology is readily available to millions around
the world, 35 years ago it
was little more than an
experiment at the University of California, Los
Angeles.
Now professors on college
campuses
are
increasingly integrating

Internet technology into
their classrooms.
At Murray Statt-, online
classes and Blackboard
arc common tools utilized by the faculty. The
extent of this use, however, varies with instructors.
"There arc two perspectives (on 'Internet
usage)," said Justin
Fletcher, network technician. "From what I've
seen, it's very sprc:td out
and varies in different
ways.
"Some (professors) use
the chats and make
extensive use of Blackboard and others use it
just for posting assignments or syllabi or
announcements," Fletcher continued. "One uses
it as a true supplement to
the classroom, and one

uses it just for information purposes."
Narine
Badasyan,
assistant professor of
economics, said she
enjoys using the online
technology.
"I teach an online economics course, so I use it
a lot of times," she said.
"This is my first time
online
teaching
an
course."
While there can be
negative aspects of relying heavily on Internet
technology, Badasyan
said she has not encountered any yet.
Not all professors are
so quick to embrace programs such as Blackboard.
Ken Carstens, professor of ·'anthropology,
archeology and geosciences, said he rarely
uses Blackboard as a
classroom supplement.
''I'm just not a technological person," he said.
"I may be the least technological person in he

whole
geosciences
department."
Carstens fears the
classroom supplement
may, in fact, be too much
of a supplement for students.
"In hearing other professors talk, I think students may have a greater
tendency not to come to
class because the notes
are on Blackboard," he
said. "I've gone back to
more traditional lectures.
I've also used PowerPoint
presentations
before, but I find that
students spend most of
the time copying things
down rather than listening to what I'm telling
them."
Daniel Wann, professor
of psychology,
agreed.
"I believe I am the multimedia in my classes,"
he said. "It's my job to
make it mteresting without all that other bullshit.
I have a traditional lecture style, and it would

s low
(the
lecture)
down."
Some students, however, disagree.
"(Blackboard) is good
because if you miss a
class you can print out
what you missed," said
Danielle Grogan, freshman from Hickman.
Michelle
Patterson,
senior from Harrison,
Mich., said Blackboard
allows her to get more
out of each class meeting.
"I think it's a good
thing." said Patterson.
"It's easily accessible and
having the notes posted
allows you to pay greater
attention instead of trying to write."
Patterson, a graphic
communications management major. said
most of her classes have
utilized Blackboard.
"You can also follow
links to good sites," she
said. "It's a very positive
thing for the University
to have."

Carrie Pond
Staff Writer
c:pond@chenews.org

Nationwide there is a shortage of
veterinarians, especially large-animal doctors.
According to an article in the
Kentucky New Era, the demand far
outweighs supply for all types of
vets - from large-animal doctors in
rural towns to federal employees.
Terry Canerdy, professor and
director of the animal health technology program, said there is not an
overall shortage in veterinarian
medicine, but there are some areas
that are lacking.
"There is a shortage in large-animal (veterinarians)," he said. "It is
in what we call food animal product
standpoint."
. . Canerdy said small-animal practices are inore attractive to prospective veterinarians because of the
economical standpoint.
"Economically, it's more attractive for students to go into smallanimal practice," he said. "(Also,)
dogs and cats are now considered
members of the family, so ( veterinarians) feel that human-animal
bond."
Laura Kendrick-Stewart, junior
from Madisonville, said she has tentatively decided to focus on small
animals rather than large.
"I've had more experience dealing
with small animals because at the
animal clinic I worked at, I worked
with mostly small animals," she
said. "(However,) I'm open to (work
with) large animals. 1 don't want to
limit myself to just one field just
because I haven't had enough experience in other areas.
"Small~animal vets seemed to be
in higher demand," she continued.
"There seemed to be a lack of
opportunities in large-animal (practices)."
For full cbverage visit www.the-

Public Safety's tip of the week
This Week: Learn about bicycle and pedestrian safety
On college campuses
across the country, you will
fmd bicycles and pedestrians thrown together using
the same thoroughfares.
However, at Murray State,
Public Safety Capt. Larry
Nixon said pedestrians
always have the right of way
over the bicyclist when
using walkways.
"Being a responsible bicyclist requires a great deal of
patience and courtesy,"
Nixon said.
Nixon advises bicyclists to

Veterinarian
shortage
national issue

be courteous and aware of
those walking.
Bicycles on streets are
required to follow the same
traffic laws as the vehicles,
Nixon said. For example,
bicycles must ride in the
same direction as the vehicles and stop at all stop
signs.
Nixon said failure to follow
the prescribed road rules
could result in injuries for
pedestrians or bicyclists.
' Erin GiiiPs!lhcNew~
Said Nixon: "Bicycles' and Alaina Schrotht senior from Frankfort, rides her bicycle
pedestrians can co-exist.'' · across the footbridge on her way to class Thursday.

news.org.

New & Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget - Custom Installation
AZWILPINE.

JL•~~
...LAUJIO

Sunset B oulevard Music
11 09 Chestnut St. - Next Door to Wendy's
Hours: Mon-Sat. 10 a.m.-~ 6 p.m. Phone: 270-753-011 3

~~~G~._,olf
\."'

'II>"-

Massage Cent:e r
"Where everyone deserves a one hour vocation."

The place where MSU students and faculty are treated special.

Call today for your discount on a one hour full body

massage.

1608 Hwy. 121 Bypass N.
Country Square
Murray

Call for an appointment
270-767-004 5
866-505-00 4 5

;4a 't~" ean Ml ~innu!
Special Buffet Bar·
Over 150 Items Daily
Featuring Sushi Bar & Grill!
'Crab legs available per market price w/ purchase of buffet.

1lP~• Senior Citizen
'.t,>~t & '1'(PA,

Discount for MSU
Students wl
student /.D.

ADVERDSING DEADIJINES
Space Reservation, Monday at 5 p.m.
Copy Deadline, Tuesday at Noon.

762-4478

Op~.n 71Ja'fS

a ro~.,k!

Mon.- Thurs.: ·10:30a.m.- 10:30 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m. - 'I 1 p.m. • Sunday: 10:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.

638 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071 (Next to Office Depot)

Tel.: 270-753-3 788 ~

liiJ.I&JI I
Cherk,
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Methodist Cares.
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KENTUCKY POLICE CORPS
$1!i,OOO College Sch olarship!
Six Months Paid Training!
Two Week11ln Mexko!
Guarank'ed Job with a PoiJce Agency in Kentucky!

!led~,;etncanpex ~·- rqe
d wkes. Metx:dsl~Up'tai is b:aledli1t IbM hl
laMs rJ lie Qio Rim" Herdenon. Kri.dy.

• 401K type pan· 8:1% ~ maldl dille rnt 6%
JOO delft PlUS Hos!:ilal Prnrided Retreme!ll ~
100\~Uded

• Slift arx! Weekend Dllerenfa's, m.q Slift

www.youthvlllagas .org

~lxnlses

Mehdsl ~~~~~~din! apal bene8
package O!at!Mei.W exceedS lle bene!lls cllnd by

•

~~~~lle~sla!e ~

• Scl¥llarslips mr Heath en prt:lesm
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Co ,.unr. dlrft.tl~ ~ilh our hoohHd ~oath. plaJn• ""ht•hle

•ut h•~• Chc oppor(un..ily

Fo r funher info nnntion contnet:
Kentucky Pollee Corp'
Dcpurtment of Cnnunal Ju:.tkc Tratning
HnSic:rn Kentucky Univcr\ity
Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3102
Phone; H!'i9-622·221:'1
Toll f' ree: 86(l-592-6777

f'ax: 859-622·5027
www .)'PQh~l.n:w.;WD

AJ Melhod41 Hosr.ftal we have staf&.d-fle.IVI tectm:lgy ar.d we are ll'fAJd rJ ott camg 188m, 1Nde141 rJ M
and men. v.ilo put thew sltils 8lld lrainlng to worlt to make oor pallents bme wflh us aspeant as possible.

+

II you want to pn our leam, contact us:

M&Ulodlsl Hospit~
Attn· ~ Resources

1305 N. SmStreet

!270) 827-7540

Hendei!M,KY 42420

W'IIW methodisthosptal ne(
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YOUR LIFE
NAVY OFFICER PROGRAHS

•
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NAVY~ACCELERJ,TE

Visit us at MSU's
CAREER FAIR

" • h~~" bol·hricw and uaatrr k\.-1 wurnc-ltn& f.aiUun.. ~~,vaU.. hl'"• ' l"ht"M ••'UttKiun
wurik "'r"'""tl) with ou.- .:-bllt.l:n"n and ow· r,unu•~ In rntdf'ntlal racuu-... IC,tO"I'

tMuii4'Jf.o •n•J In hume:: twUtnc.... Ou .. •'utltnf"f lntc-tthtUI• JH'"tJI.rMIIll...,tN fur hl • Hk•
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MEUlODIST
HOSl'ITAL

PEPSI, It's the Cola

•~JM"rk:n.&."(" in thco warW uf mt'ru..J h•·ahh

Engineer ing S tuden~ s. A $10 , 000 sign
o n bonus and $2, 500 per ~onth f o r 30
months to fin i sh college .
Medical Students . Navy Heal th
Profess i o ns Sc ho larship Progra m
prov ides a pproxi mat e l y $180 , 000 for
medical s chool a nd expenses.
Regu lar promot i o ns
30 days paid va c a tion e very year

Foe more ~ nfo rma t i on vi sit o ur Of f icer
re presentati ves, at the Navy Boo th during
your Ca r ee r. Fair Wednesday, Oc t ober .1 3,
2004.

fur mm~ htturanhllntJ.

Hnrdtn Memorial llosp1tnl >Cf''CS the hcahhcarc need s of llardtn a nd
10 surroumhng countic:: \Vc arc rccog.nczed as one of the nauons
Tup 100 li<'~pitals tor Stroke Care & lntcnsiH~ Care SC r\ICCS, nnu ns II
lc;rdcr an .rJ\anced mcdlcaltechrw log) As '\\C grow the hc .. hhc~rc
provcJcr of choice in the Heartland·, the folio\\ mg nc" opportunities
arc available for dedicated hcalthcarc profess ronab to JOin our r~·am :

Call today for a personal lntcrvic:v:
Judy Stephens, Manager Recruitment/Retention
Elizabethtown, KY
270-706- 16 JJ
Email: jstephens@hmh.net
Visit us
tht~
at: www hmh.
con

If Nursing is your
Mission, not just
your job ...
we need you.

McWhorter School of Pharmacy

Cart our Job line at 859313.3995 or vis11 our
\\"eb~ite 11 www.saintjosepbhtalthcare.org for a
full listing of Ji.lb opportumues.

Jon Parker
Slud~nt

R«rullmmt ucl Admilllaas Adlnlalllntor

lOS.7l6-4l4l

jM,_...,rfl,am/IH'd..ldll

I-S'77·279-*8

Ah\\'11-•rtn- ~imol ofl'hlii'IDaey Wrb I'~
n».umford cdulscbool!l$b:umacv l!!ml
A<lmiWool• lof"""""""
Ulll. 1D l'llannC"AS Awl1a111011 Sbo
Ulll. 1o MSOP Supp...,_.l Appli=D
U ollu MSOP UU.r <'4 II«GmmotOI;dloa r..,.,
Unl. 1o Pr<ollc<j<~wta Cour'OC f.quO'olca:) G..ab foe Are. Coll<Ja 0101 Ua>•enities

Pfl"'r l;ui<le Co l'hllrtn&t} t: ......n

~1\l\.~WE.um,~.,;m/p!l.fs/gh.wna•vJ!df
l't~AT R~t~b.II'UIIon
W-ll<~~tll'tb.mlll

• Low Patient-to-Nurse Ratio
• 403-8 Match
• Scholarships Available

~)Owensboro

~ Medical Health System
www.omhs.org

A CAR EER W IT H KROGER
Career opportunities are available in
Store Management and Pharmacy Management.
Send your resume to:
KROGER FOOD STORES
Training Coordinator
800 Ridge Lake Blvd ,
Memphis, TN 38120
Fax: (901) 765-418 1

I thought I learned a lot in college. And I did . But ol
Enierprise, I'm gaining so much knowledge, lO lost, Every day
is like a reol world , busineu skills crash course, From doy
one, I was octively portlcipoltng in everything from sol" ond
marketing, to customer service. to occounting and finance .
Enterprioe trains me in every aspect of running o succeuful
busineu and tl.en gives me the opportunity to do il.
It's omaz:ing how lost I wos making crucial busineu decisions
thor effect the bottom line af o $6.5 billion industry l~der
Also, if I need help, I'm not on my own. The people I work
with ore very frlendly ond very supportive. Under Enterprise's
promote from within philosophy, I'm being menlored by
successful, career·minded individuals who were once in my
shoes. I now see why the people here, including the ones who
went to bul!neu school, $0)' that Enterprise was the smortest
decilion they've ever made.

·~=

enterprise.com/ carHrt
fot more iolormaricn 01 10 apply Mone,
mit our ...b.<Je at onlo<priM.com/=--s
oc contoct. Moke Homt110nd Group l!ecruoter

3718 8ordsiDWn Rd , louosvolle, kY 40218
e· moil: mike.hommor>dOerac. com

EOE/MFDV

KY40504.
We otTer comrcuu..-e ~lary, excellent bcodits,
free parking, and on-site daycare. EOE
t t •' Mitll

Ml • ll+t
ftll""ll "'l'

Full- & Part-time
Opportunities Available
Tl'ie excitement just keeps on bll!ldlflg at Harrah's Metropol•s

Casmo. Arid if ~u want tD ouild a greJt career 1n the cas ro
•rdustry. or even cf yoo JUSt wa:n a ran:astJc part ume tob.
there's s•rrply no bP..ttef chOice lharo H.lrrah's ~etropolts. just
see what 001 eMployees have been sa)'lng...
I l·ke to come to work at Harrall's becaUSt of tht exoltrntlll all
tht oppar.uni!Jts aooilablt .and fun thall havt o~J~th my
coworktrs • Knthy jolly, Preferrtd Servrces • HarraFs MtltopoltS

MJ pusrnvtl el1:t"trprue

phone ' 15021 458·7808 ••I 200
fox: 1.502) 992·0 159

To apply, ea118593Jli76S, fax 859.313.3100
or \\nrc Saint Joseph UcalthCare, Attn: I hunan
Resources. One Saint Jo,eph Drive, L~ingum,

Start budd<ng someth·~ K~eat for yo:.rsel'' lrterested ippilcants.
please apply onhnc it www.hifTIIhs.tom or se~ your rtsume to
Harrah's Metropolis Casino, Attn: Human Resources,
100 East front Street,
Metropoli$. ll62960:
fax : (618) 524-6136.

HarraIT$

•

METROPOUS CASINO

ALCAN PRIMARY METALS GROUP
College Student Co-Op Employment Opportunities
Spring and Summer 2004

..•the people who
know workers' comp•
"Summit, a leading administrator for workers' compensation programs, is seeking a
Loss Control Consultant for the Lexington, KY area to meet the needs of our
insured's by perfonning safety consultations. The ideal candidate will posses a
min. AA degree. be self-motivated & independent with strong written/verbal
communication skills.
We hire career-oriented team players and reward them with a pleasant working
environment along with competitive salary/strong benefits. Co. vehicle is provided.
To submit resume and obtain more information, visit our website at
b~LL.w.ww_,s_ymmjtholdjngs.com. Req. # 11851. EOE/DFW.

Alcan Primary Metals Group. a primary metals manufacturing facility
located in Henderson, Kentucky, has both Spring and Summer co-op student
employment opportunities available for students pursuing Bachelor Degrees
in Environmental Technology, Occupational Health and Safety. and
Chemistry.
Positions require the student to maintain full-time student status and be
available for either a Spring or Summer co-op \Vork session.
Alcan's Co-Op program offers the student the opportunity to gain invaluable
real world experience to supplement their academic experiences.
Preference will be given to second and third year students, previous work
experience, and special skills/abilities/training that the student has obtained
that would be beneficial to Alcan.
The Co-Op positions receive $17.32 per hour and $200 per month towards
rent.
Interested students should fax their resume to the Personnel Services
Department at 270-521-7320. by no later than Monday. October 4. 2004.

W Northwestern Mutual
FINANCIAL NETWORK•

Why your best self-employment
opponunity might involve some teamwork.
As a Financial Rep. you will
work with a network of specialists
to help clients achieve their financial goals.
To measure your potential, visit
www.nmfn.comlwoodyftnanclal
and look for the Self-Employment Screen.

•••••••••••••••••

•
•
•••
•
being a
•••
:
From soft and nurturing to smart and
: savvy, women enjoy a rich spirit that blends
•
: femininity with strength and laughter. We'll
• help you celebrate it all with a new look
•
that captures your natural beauty and
•••
•
unique personality. Call today for your
••
complimentary makeover.
•

celebrate

WOMAN

.
•

:

~

Sheila Hopkins • Independent Beauty Consultant

731-642·8379 • 731·515-0000

UPS, the world's largest ·
small package delivery company,
will be at Murray State University
on October 13 for the Fall Job Fair

Murray-C111low'9 County Ho.rpit11/ is a lratk1· in hralthca" for t/Je
Wnuom Kmtucky "Kion. MCCH is a public, not·for-pro/it, city ami
county otvlltd /,ospitai offiring I 05 11cuU' ttlrt lmls as wt11 as a Ltmg
Term Diuisio11.

u
1

...

• Registered Nurse - Jot> Sulll!TWY: Is rt'po11$ihlc l(lr assessment. nunlng
d••l!ll<l'is 11n.l planning~ n~mg c:a"' for tlto~ p:~uenti &Ui&flt'd ro hW!Jcr can:.
• Licensed Practical Nurse - Jnt> sumn~;try: w,"k' unJcuhe dir,-cuon or
rhc Re~tsrcr~d l'ttr,e:Pani~•P"'""' ,j, planntng and implclll<"nling the nur>illll

UPS is experiencing rapid growth in the Industrial
Engineering and Technology fields and will be
taking applications and resumes for management
trainee and entry level positions. Representatives
will be available to discuss the wide range of
opportunities and career paths available at the
Fortune Magazine's Most Admired Name in
Small Package Delivery for 21 years.

proet~s •~ •~signed.

• Certified Nursing Asslstnnt • J1>b Summary: Perf(lfl'llll desigrutttd
u"la in un: oi palknl> un<lct the 111pervi~ mKl direction of 11 Rcg&Stercd lliufliC
For mo~ infonn.uion on avail:able posiriom. please,;,;, our wcbsit" at

www.murtayhospital.org
W~ offi:r > <•>mrr<:lu:nsivc c:<;mp<ll$.11inn and bmtfit• p.~o;lc~c. lnt<U>1td

appho
"'"""" f'rcf&Kdclcclf\lloi•"•1l)'cn: ~

Rouma un he KUllo; Uunu.n .ftHQurca. Murrat~t.~llow•y

\.ouncy I l<»p11•I.I!UJ l'opl.r Str«o, Murny. I<."Y -i.!071 .

/'/au ryftrmu job ttoha ~mJUrx """""'·

lOIS,

,,,,,

i;;;a;!l

MfP EOE

MURRAY·CALJ.!lWAY
C'OU·"r"'

" O a .. ITAl.

ACCOUNTING MAJOkS
Please visit us at the
October l~h
MSU Career Fair
Iife t'./fors """~'' oppo11umtit"f. One t?{the
gn•fllt'.\1 1s clloo.fitiJ!. u ~-;real

C'Onlptii~V and place>

to live. IH{\'IIot .ttup m
m1d .fc>t' whm t1pporrumti••v your 11vig/lhon
hcuoe tu qjlcr rightltt•re in JJ(•.Ht'm KmrucJ..;.-·.

KEMPER

All YCSU'tlt'$ m-e we/comet! tu •YIII ~top h1· tmd
meet yo11r 11c1ghbon att/Jt• lferit~ts;e Bm1k
locatt•d a( rh,• .\Junu_v .'\lult' ( 'tm~er f"'tur,

CPA GROUPLLP
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants
218 Nonlt !"Strut
PH. (270) 443-4400

\\\"\.B\'\h\\lltHIHHI \(, •. ( 0\1

Ptui11ult, KY 42001
Fax fl70) #3..0963

Pl!l COMPUTER

1.;1 ~ SERVICFS,lNC

Webasto

OPEN POSITIONS
CSI, the nation's premier community bank processor, has immediate openings for the
following Full-time positions.
1 Pro~rammer

Feel the drive

Analyst (KY, lN) 1 Product Sp«ialist (KY) 1 Network E~ineer (KY)

• Account ~tanager (WV) • Information Security Consullint (KY)
All Full-time positioTis require a BS degree.
CSI offm 11 competitive salary and liT/ excellent benefits package.

• SUinii¥:r 2005 Internships for students majoring in:
CIS, CS, TSM, and A«ountin~.

Good commzmicaJion skills and,a3.0+ GPA are 11 must.

See our website for details:

Established in Gennany in 1901. Webasto has grown to be the world's largest
supplier of original equipment sunroofs. Our company has 27 facilities
internationally, with the Murray, KY facility being the 8th plant to start production
in North America. The Webasto Way strives at all times to provide a positive
work environment based on fairness and concern for people, which supports
teamwork and open communication.
Feel free to stop by at the Career Fair to learn more about our company.
Webasto looks forward to our future in Murray, KY.

'

www. csjweb:com

If you're ready to make a change, you
· can also make a difference.
Join the family of nurses at Kindred Hospital Louisville.
We've established a higher standard of care for our
communities in Kentucky and need more ~nurses to
meet this growing demand. You'll provide the special
care our friends and families have come to expect
We invite you to wor1< where you can make a difference
in the life of your patients and advance in your career.
Join our team of professional nurses that deliver the
kind of care that makes a difference.
Nurse Recruiter: (502) 569-JOBS or
W'NW.kindredlouisville.com for available positions

KindredtHospital
Louisville

Wednesday, October 13th
Come join the Pella team!
We currendy have the following opportunities available:

Entry Level

Co-ops/Internships

Engineers
Department Managers
Sales Representatives

Engineering • Customer Service
Management • Accounting .
Information Technology
Human Resources • Marketing

Pella Corporation is one of rhe world's leading manufacturers of premium-quality
enrry door systc.-ms, and storm & patio doors, producing these unique
brands of products: Pella, ThcrmaStarlM by Pdla, Viking, and Pease.

window~,

Join us ar me Carc:cr Fair to learn more about these positions.
To apply online and for dtrails on careers, go ro:

www.pella.com/ careers

FORTUNE"

2004

100 BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR
1122 on the 2004

Fonun~ list

of "I 00 Bc:M Companies ro Work For. •
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Take Back
the Nigh

Janna fanner/The News

Program unites survivors, supporters
Heather Bryant .

healing from abuse.
Melanic McCallon, Study
hbryant@thenews.org
Abroad coordinator, said
the support the survivors
Survivors of violence and receive at the event is
rape and supporters gath- priceless.
ered to take something back
"(Take Back the Night)
that is stolen every minute was moving and, as a surof every day; they were vivor, it's always hard to
there to Take Back the come and listen but it's
Night.
important," she said. "With
Take Back the Night, an programs like this more of
event created to increase the folks in my shoes will
awareness of violent crimes come out (for help).''
and rape, was held Monday
She recited a poem titled,
on the steps of Lovett Audi- "Those Hands," and said
torium. The Women's Cen- stepping forward is the f1rst
ter sponsored the event and step in the recovery
others, such as the Clothes- process.
line and Pinwheel projects,
McCallon said the majoriwhich corresponded with ty of people think domestic
Take Back the Night.
violence and sexual abuse
The Clothesline Project docs not affect them, but
gave survivors a chance to chances are they know sevdecorate T-shirts depicting eral people who have been
their experience with vio- victims.
lence and abuse. The Pin"To suffer in silence is a
wheel Project allowed stu- death sentence," she said.
dents to put the initials of a
Bridget Redmon, freshsurvivor on a pinwheel and man from Carterville, Ill.,
place it in the ground in the said she went to Take Back
Quad.
the Night to support the
"As we looked at (the pin- survivors of abuse.
wheels) today, the sun was
"I sat at the Clothesline
shining and the pinwheels Project, and I got goose
were turning," said Jane bumps," she said.
Etheridge, director of
She said the number of
Women's Center. "They survivors represented at
were selected for people Take Back the Night surwho had endured, suffered prised her. and aJI of the
through something trau- performances made her
matic. Those represent emotional.
beautiful human beings."
''(Take Back the Night)
Red, cardboard silhou- means we have hope and
ettes of women stood there's a chance (for healaround the steps of Lovett ing)," Redmon said. .
with rape and abuse statisOne skit titled, "A Blantics written on them. Stu- ket," allowed a woman to
dents performed skits, share her story of being in
interpretive dances, recited an abusive relationship.
poetry and sang songs cen- Each time her boyfriend
tered around the theme of abused her in one way or
pain, perseverance and another, she was covered
College Life Editor

with a blanket until she was
no longer visible. Then,
with each step of her recovery, a blanket was lifted off
her shoulders.
Amanda Stone, junior
from Henderson, is a student worker at the Women's Center and has been
involved with the event for
three years.
"I enjoy the program, and
I think it's a great way to
spread the word about
abuse and dating violence,"
Stone said. "It makes me
angry every time I hear a
woman (has been victimized) and for me this is one
of the best ways 1 can help."
Candle flames lit the way
as Take Back the Night
ended with a candlelight
march to the Clothesline
Project on the first floor of
the Curris Center.
"We can be the light for
the world .... We will take
action to create a safer
tomorrow," Etheridge said
at the closing.
"I think when we talk
about violence with women
on a college campus. young
men think we're blaming
them but we're not," she
said.
She said when men and
women come together to
fight against violence and
abuse, a definite difference
is made.
The public has the opinion a woman should not put
herself in a situation where
she might become a victim.
Etheridge said, and this
leads to blame being placed
on the victims instead of
the attackers.
"(Abuse) is not a happy
topic but making this campus truly safe is important,''
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(T op) Mozz Dance Company's Steve Sanders,
junior from Morganfield,
and Heidi VanAmeringen, freshman from Murray, perform an interpretive dance to the song,
'Trust a Try.' The dance
represented the pain of
domest ic violence and
sexual abuse and the perseverance of survivors.
(Middle) Erin Gray (left),
sophomo re from Sedalia , ~
and Ashley Taylor, junior
from Chicago, place pinwheels in t he Q.uad to
honor survivors of abuse.

Chrissy Everett (left), junior from Dover, Tenn., and
Bridget Redmon, freshman from Carterville, m., participate in the candlelight walk through campus, end·
ing Take Back the Night.

Etheridge said. "If one person begins to heal it's worth
it. ..
Elizabeth ' Cawein, sophomore from Memphis, was
the student coordinator for
Take Back the Night.
"This is an annual program and it's something
important to me personally," said Cawein. "I know

this is real and it happens to "Take Back the Night is the
people we know on this time for (survivors) to
campus."
stand up and say, 'Look at
Students are not aware of me, I made it through this."'
She said the most poetic
the number of survivors
who are their closest thing beyond any piece of
friends and family, she said. literature ever written is a
"Murray State is a safe woman's ability to stand up
campus, and we're very and have the courage to
lucky, but people still get move on with her life after
hurt here," Cawein said. the tragedies of abuse.

Janna Tanner/The News

J
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::;~e~ Martha's

Cinderella

7 p.m., Free with
Racercard, general
admission is $12,
faculty/staff, AARP
and under 18 is $10,
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre

Elizabeth Fields
Staff Writer
ejields@thenews.ol'8

Home-cooked d ishes and
prices to complement a college student's budget are reasons students should take a
trip to Martha's Restaurant for
a meal.
Football Game
Owner Martha Hodge estab3 p.m., MSU vs. lished the local restaurant in
Samford, Roy Stew- January 1986. She grew up
art Stadium
serving tables at a variety of
restaurants for 14 years before
deciding to open her own
Men' s Club Soc- p lace.
cer
"I was tired of working for
3:30 p.m.. MSU vs. someone and wanted to be on
Vanderbilt Univer- the other s·ide of the business,
sity, Cutchin Field
so I tried it and it worked,"
Hodge said.
Just because Hodge made
Party Smart
the switch from server to
7 p.m., Curris Cen- owner does not mean she now
ter Theater
picks her own hours and sits in
her office all day. Every day
.!..The.sd~y___ she can be found helping h er
Server Training in staff take orders on the phone,
managing the business,
Alcohol Regulacooking
and bussing tables.
tions
"We
are
all equals here," she
6:30 p.m., Ohio
said.
"No
one
is too good to
Room, Curris Censay
'That
isn't
my
job."'
ter
She said customers should
get what they want because
they are paying the bill and arc
Fall Career Fair
entitled
to that, along with
10 a.m., T hird floor
friendly
service.
ballroom.
Cur ris
Hodge said she treats others
Center

• Saturday_

.• Sup.day:

.! M9nday_

• Wednesday

e TJ...,.,. ...sd~v

11

serves, specializes in home-cooking
as she wou ld want to be treated and tells her servers to do
the same with customers.
"Th ey say that lhey appreciate how I ralk to them," said
Hodge. ''J am very honest and
outspokm."
Martha's specializes in
home-cooked meals for breakfast, lunch and dinner. From
corn nuggets to cheeseburgers, customers have a broad
menu fro m which to choose.
P:ttrons can put their own
meal together by picking a
main dish and side orders, or,
if the decision is too tough.
they can pick a combination
plate or the special.
Bradford Hall, senior from
Russellville, came with some
friends for a late dinner Monday night.
"We came for the good
home-cooked food," he said.
When Hall had finished the
french dip sandwich with
onion r ings, he said he would
recommend it to anyone.
"We wanted something different than th e same old
Nick's (Sports Bar :md Grill)
and Applebee's, so we came
here," said Peter Dirks, senior
from Makanda, Ill.
This difference may be why
Hodge said she sees so many
Murray State students. or it
could be because the restaurant stays open until 9 p.m.

"Other places that have
home-cooked meals close at 2
in the afternoon:· said Lacie
Young, form er Murray State
student
and
three-year
employee of Martha's. "Plus,
here a plate of food and a drink
costs about $6, which is perfec t for a college student's
budget."
Hodge said all menu items
are made from scratch daily,
and left-overs are never used.
Martha's Restaurant is located at 1427 N. 12th St. and opens
at 5 a.m. Monday through Saturday and at 6 a.m. on Sunday.
To hear the daily special
menu, or to place :1 to-go
order, call 759-1648.

Editor's Note: Because of
scheduling conflicts. Rudy's
Restaurant could not be fe.1tured this week.

Andrea Chapman/guest

• 21 piece shrimp bask~t

$$ .
' Chicken fried sten

Martha Hodge, owner of Martha's, manages her
business and helps her staff daily by taking orders,
cooking and bussing tables.

$4.75

••Spaghetti ~d slaw ·
r$4~$9

· . ''

•· ~ arJ.d .eSs
$4

,
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Book and Bake
Sale

Students to raise money for cancer foundation by selling bands

9 a.m., Waterfield
Library
Tyler Moore
Staff Writer

i .!.Fdd.J.t~-Bull Blowout

t•

8 p.m., Murray State
• Exposition Center
~

L!..Satm.day_
t• Rifle Competition
8 3.m., MSU vs.
Tennessee Tecp,
Pat Spurgin Rifle
, Range

r

yellow
Livcstrong
bands, The Lance Armstrong Foundation ts
Lance Armstrong has bringing awaren ess to
already cemen ted his the cancer, and Hart
p lace in history by win- College residents are
ning the famed Tour d~ hoping to help tlie faunFrance six consecutive "' dation raise money by
times. He is once again selling the bands on
proving himself by campus.
becoming a champion in
Megan
Claussen,
the fight to find a cure junior from Louisville
for cancer.
and resident of Hart, is
Through the sale of in said the bands will be

soiJ Monday and Tuesday for $1 outside the
Curris Center to get the
Mu rray State campus
involved with the organ ization.
"The LAF is such a
great organization in
that it helps support the
research of cancer," said
Claussen. "By selling
the bands on campus,
we arc getting Murray
State involved in some-

thing very big."
Claussen h opes the
bands will gain stud ent
intt!rest in the cause,
and make an impact on
campus.
H owever,
many s tudents arc
a lread y spor tin g the
Livestrong bands in
hopes of spreading the
ideas of the LAF.
" I don't simply want
students to wear the
bands because everyone

is wearing them. but
because the LAF is
doing such important
things with t he money,"
said Claussen
I
Claussen hopes the
distribu tion of th<.~
bands on campus will
gain publicity for th e
LAF nnd highlight the
organizat ion's endeav-

ors.
"Murray State can
really do something

great," said Claussen. "I
hope
students
get
involved."
"I wear a Livcstrong
band," said Andrea
Caner, freshm an from
St. Louis. "I know people w ho have cancer
and I really wan t to support the organization."
She said she respects
all cancer survivors and
especially Lan ce Armstrong.

f

f

I

....
. "'.
$41!.
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Murray State vs. Samford
Kickoff 3 p.m.
Join us in Tent City
for festivities beginning
at 11 a.m.
Crowning of King & Queen
pregame in stadium.
All Murray State students
admitted FREE with their
valid student 10.
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·student to compete in Miss Kentucky USA pageant
Holly Wise
Contributing Writer
The Miss Kentucky USA
pageant is a reality for Murray
State Senior Mary Shultz who
will compete for the 2004 crown
Nov. 28 in Somerset.
Shultz, from Murray, said she
received the application last
summer, and decided to send in a
photo to see what would happen.
Two weeks later, she was
interviewed over the phone and
was accepted on the spot.
"I started crying because I was
so surprised," Shultz said. "I
never expected them to accept
me; I was thinking how proud my
mom would be when she found
out."
Shultz said she carries a sense
of responsibility as she plans to
represent Kentucky women.
"After the initiaJ shock, it was
very sobering," she said. "It's a
big responsibility to be in a position where people look up to
you."

However, being in such a posi·
tion is nothing new to Shultz.
"Having four }'Ounger sisters,
I'm not a stranger to setting an
example," Schutz said. "The
example I've set for them is to
always perfect your relationship
with God and usc your gifts and
talents to become a fulfilled
woman."
Shultz said she does not plan
on changing these examples
when on the pageant stage.
Shultz serves as the secretary
for Alpha Phi Sigma, the criminal
justice honor society at Murray
State. She said she has used this
position to provide extracurricular activities for her criminal justice classmates.
She is also the first student
representative to serve on the
search committee for two new
criminal justice professqrs.
"Though I'm graduating in
May, I desire to leave behind an
even stronger program than
when I arrived," she said.
Kate King, associate professor

---~~~This
•Albums

•Box Office

1. American Idiot
Green Day
2. Suit
Nelly
3. Be Here
Keith Urban
4. Sweat
Nelly
5. Live Like You Were Dying
Tim McGraw

of social work, criminal justice
and gerontology, said Shultz
would be a great role model for
young women.
"I can definitely state that
Mary has intelligence, personality, poise, energy, ambition, a high
standard of morality," said King.
"I'm certain She will impress the
judges with her intellect and
grace."
After graduation, Shultz said
she plans to enroll in law school.
"I plan on specializing in international/human rights law so
that I can use my education to
help defend and protect women,
children and those suffering
injustices around the world," she
said.
Because of those plans. Shultz
said it was never her goal to compete for the Miss Kentucky USA
crown, but is excited to see
where it takes her.
"If I win, I'll know that God has
given me the opportunity to
express everything that is in my
heart concerning the growth of

I!!! I

2.Ladder49

2.MyBoo

Source: rnovieslnytimes.com

Source: Billbo<lrd.com

(270) 978-1231.

..

•Web site
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Ciara featuring Petey Pablo

5. Mr.3000

sponsorship inform;.1tion, phone

Leslie Marie Cooper and Murray
State Junior Heath Morgan Cates,
from Calvert City, will be married
Oct. 16 at First Baptist Church
Calvert City.
Cates is an elementary education
major and Cooper, is a hairstylist at
New Angles Salon in Murray.
Cates proposed to Cooper atop Mt.
Rigi of the Swiss Alps, near Lucerne,
Switzerland, while they were touring
Europe.
The couple plans to reside in College Courts.

•Songs
4J1!!!• '!111!11111

l Goodies

4. Sky Captain and the
WorldofTomorrow

For more information about
the page:mt, contact Miss USA
State Director, Connie Clark
Harrison, at 615-377-6331, or visit
www.misskentuc.kyusa.com. For

Cates-Cooper engagement

Week in Entertainment---~--

1. Shark Tale

3. The Forgotten

women," she said.
Shultz's mother, Nancy Wise,
from Murray, said she didn't
expect her to compete in the
pageant, but has confidence in
her daughter.
"I believe her strength of character as a person and her goals to
usc the gifts God has given her to
change her community and the
world will be a great asset to the
state of Kentucky," Wise said.
"In a society that worships beauty, these young girls need to
know that it's not what you look
like but who you arc.''
The Miss Kentucky USA
pageant is an affiliate of Donald
Trump and NBC. The competition is held annually at the Center for Rural Development in
Somerset.

Usher and Alicia Keys
3. Lean Back
Terror Squad
4. My Place
Nelly featuring Jaheim
S.Sunshine
Lil' Flip featuring Lea
Source: Billho.~rd .com

ill
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1. The Dark Tower
Stephen King
2.Trace
2. The Punisher
Patricia Cornwell
3. The Da Vinci Code
3. Scooby Doo 2: Monsters
Oan Brown
Unleashed
4. Nights of Rain and Stars
Maeve Binchy
4. Twisted
5. Jonathan Strange & Mr.
Norrell
S. The Ladykillers
Susanna Clarke

1. Man on Fire

Sollrce: nytimes.com

Source: hometown.aol.co.uk

thecampusministry.org
This Web site provides
information about "Bro.
Jim," who was on Murray
State's campus earlier this
week. He attracted many
students' attention as he
prcacbed his views while
standing at various campus locations. Included on
the site is his personal testimony,
fact
sheets,
newsletters, links and
statement of faith.

\

RACERS
IS. SAM·
FORD

3P.M.

2004 MSU Homecoming Football Game.

SATURDAY,OCT.9
We hope to see you at the game where Dunker will be riding

" into"the stadium in the Heritage Sankl\n.nivetwy PT Cruiser!
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Short rehearsal period challenge for 'Cinderella' cast
Close knit cast works hard to get through quick production time
JanetRobb
Contributing Writer
In three and a half weeks,
the cast of Rodgers and
Hammerstein's "Cinderella" has done the extraordinary, Lissa Graham-Schneider, director and assistant
professor in the department of theatre and dance,
said.
"Most (rehearsals for)
musicals take about eight
weeks," said GrahamSchneider. "So we've pretty
much been on full tilt ever
since we've started."
She said the cast has done
beautifully with the unusually short period of time to
rehearse.
"(The cast) is a godsend
and 1 love each and every
one of those people up
there on stage," GrahamSchneider said.
"If it hadn't been for the
cast she (Graham-Schneider) picked, there's no way
we could have done this,"
said Clair O'Neill, who
plays Cinderella.
With
the
grueling
rehearsals and stress,
O'Neill, freshman from
Lexington, said the cast and
crew managed to put
together a good show.
"Lissa definitely knew
how to handle this, she had
it all well organized and
knew exactly what to deal
with in this time frame,"
she said.
Stage manager Sarina
Richardson, senior from
Paris, Tenn., said they have
a good cast.
''(O'Neill) has done a fantastic job," said Richardson.
"The supporting cast is
great."
Pamela Wright, junior
• from Belleville, Ill., said the
dancing was stressful in the

beginning, and even though
the rehearsals were intense,
they went really well.
"We are a close knit cast
and we support each other
so I think we'll do wonderful," said Wright, who plays
the Queen. "We work well
together as a cast."
Brian Runnels, music
professor and conductor,
said this has been a fast
production not only for the
cast and crew, but also for
the orchestra.
"The orchestra didn't get
to start rehearsals until
around the seventh of September," he said. "So it's
been a pretty fast learn for
us."
Runnels said even with
the short amount of time,
they will be ready to perform.
"It's live theater so you
got to be ready when the
curtain goes up," he said.
"Cinderella"
opened
Thursday night at the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
It will also be performed at
7 tonight and Saturday and
2:30 p.m. Sunday. Tickets
are free with a valid Racercard, general admission is
$12 and $10 for faculty, staff,
AARP and students under
18.
(Right)
Cinderella,
played by Clair O'Neill,
freshman from Lexington, chases after Portia,
played by Mary Mather,
senior from Elizabeth·
town.

.

(Left to right) Mary Mather, senior from Elizabethtown, Natalie Krupansky, graduate student from .M urray,
Clair O'Neill, freshman from Lexington, and Lacy Hinkebein, junior from Benton, perform in 'Ciaderella,'
presented by the departments of music and theatre and dance. The show opened lbunday and performances
continue at 7 tonight and Saturday and 2:30p.m. Sunday.

(Far Right) The queen,
played by
Pamela
Wright, junior from
Bellevllle, m., sings to the
ldng, played by Dustin
Cunningham,
senior
from Louisville,
in
Rodgers and Hammerstein's 'Cinderella.'
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photos by Ricky Agostin/guest
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Anybody can enter Samsung's Hqpe For EdUCatiOn essay contest. Whether you're a p~ teacher, student or just a concerned neighbor, you could help your
~'S $Ch0bl. The best essay, as detemilned by a panel of qi.JilJifled independent Jydges, will result ln a grand prt:ze of $100,000 worth of Samsung products
b9ing ~d tQ,~ nominated Sctlool. Plus, authQrs of al101 wlnnln.Q~ys Witt ~~\lea ff'$e Samsung 1r LCD Monitor with built-in TV tuner.
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Student wins titles of 'Last Comic Standing', step show co-host
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishonlc.!,)rherrl'w~.org

People at the Multicultural Center were entertai ned as Murray State students competed in the
National
Pan-Hellenic
Council's Last Comic
Standing auditions, Saturday.

S.G. Carthell, diredor of
the African-American Student Services and Ethnic
Programs, said this year the
NPHC wanted to do something different to get students involved.
" It is always good for
comedians to get in front of
different crowds." Carthell
said. "This (competition)
provides folks the opportunity to perform in front of a
diverse crowd."
April Gilbert, junior from

Michele! M clt1urine/ The News

( Left) April Gilbert, Juni~r from Paris, Marcus Lykes,
junior fro m Atwood, Tenn., Robin Fernandez, senior
from Richmond, and Eryn Murray, senior from Lexington, judge the Natio nal Pan-Hellenic Council's
Last Comic Standing Saturday.
Paris, helped coordinate the day in Lovett Auditorium.
auditions.
Gilbert also said the comShe said the competition petition would give the
helped in the choosing of a winning comedian the
co-host for the NPHC's chance to work with Meech
annual step show, which Dogg. a professional comic
will be held at 7 p.m. Satur- who is hosting the step

show. Carthell said Meech
Dogg would take most of
the pressure off the winning comedian.
"With the addition of the
professional comedian we
thought is would get more
people out (for auditions),"
he said.
Gilbert said each act was
graded based on four criteria: material, timing, presentation and overall performance.
Only two students tried
out for the co-host position.
Of the two students,
Wayne Simpson, sophomore from Clarksville,
walked away with the title
of "Last Comic Standing."
Simpson said he was
happy to have the opportunity to showcase his
comedic skill in such a
large venue.
"I'm very excited because

See ()ct. 1-J isszte .f()r steJJ

s/J()\t'

I get to display my talent,''
Simpson said.
Simpson's comedy act is
based on his own personal
experiences, and he said his
talent comes naturally.
"I just come up with
things," Simpson said.
"What I try not to do is
offend anybody. That is
why I base (my act) on
myself. I usually crack on
myself because it's easy."
Simpson said he has
never been afraid of big
audiences, and the key to
performing in front of any
audience is confidence.
"If you got confidence in
yourself and your jokes,
you'll be funny," he said.
"You just got to be confident."
Nettisha Lyte, senior
from Dyersburg, Tenn.,
also tried out for the competition. Lyte said her sense

C()\'L'f'(Ige

DANISH
PORK
RIBS

TYSON SPLIT
CHICKEN
BREASTS

,..... . . . . . . 80JD

FAMILYPACK

MORE
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Right Prices.
Right N
Monday - 1/2 Price Martinis
Tuesday • Ladies' N ight $1 .50 Margaritas
W e dne sday - Vegas Contest
Thursday - SOj ~e~ on the Half Sh~l
Friday & Saturday - Prime Rib

•
of humor comes from the •,
world around her.
"I just kind of watch people,'' Lyte said. "Ifl think (a
situation) is funny and I
relate to other people,
they'll think it's funny."
Lyte said this was her
first t ime performing a
comedy act outside her circle of friends.
"I'm the joker in the
group of my friends," she
said. "I've never tried to do
it as a profession."
Although this year's
competition was not as big
as the NPHC expected,
Carthell said more opportu- •
nities for local comedians
would be available.
"We are hoping to
advance (this event) every
year," Carthell said. "Why
go out and find talent when ·
you have talent (on campus)?"
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Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkenlx>ard

Pho n e: 762-ft•Hi 1

Sports editor
lacking certain
female 'touch'
Women. Can't live with 'em, can't
live without 'em.
Being the only male editor at The
Murray State News has its ups and
downs, but right now the downs are
overwhelming the ups.
It is especially painful to be getting
whipped by a woman at what I should
know best, sports. Anybody who
turns to the back page of the newspa·
per can catch a glimpse of three guys
being taught a lesson in how to pick
the winners of every week's NFL
games by the editor in chief, Vanessa
Childers.
The fact that a
woman is beating
me isn't the part
that stings the
most (it docs
sting
though).
That would be
the
moment
every week when
Vanessa
struts
out of her office
to holler to the
entire newsroom
Nathan
that yes, she is Clinkenbeard
winning the NFL
Sports Editor
Picks.
There are no men in the room to
defend me or encourage me that next
week will be the week I catch up. All
I can do is look around at the abundance of estrogen filling the room
and put my head down. Vanessa and
her cronies arc on cloud nine right
now, trust me.
Score one for the females right
now, but there could be hope for the
males, or male. Vanessa may appear,
to the average reader, to be a girl who
goes to bed every .njght reeding tales
from John Clayton or Chris Mortenson, but she is far from it.
~ght know the team names
and tha~avre plays for the
Packers, because every woman has a
crush on him, but I'm about to reveal
her claim to fame.
You see, Vanessa doesn't look at
team records, how a team docs on the
road or any other of the countless sta·
tistics that factor in to deciding who
wins a football game. She simply
reads the team names and decides
what is the better city, who has the
cooler team name or which team's
colors arc better.
A good 23 seconds of her time is
putting fou r weeks (so far) of embar·
rassment on my shoulders.
I have flashbacks of high school
where I ran an NCAA Tournament
pool for four years. My senior year,
one of my friends, who happened to
be a female, was in prime position to
win the $180 first prize because she
chose her teams the same way Vanes·
sa does.
I convinced myself that if she did
win, I would r.ig it somehow to allow
another person to win. Luckily, the
championship game derailed her and
spared me from finding out how low
of a person I could be.
As the women of the newsroom
gloat over one of their own beating
the sports editor at something sports
related, I am in a corner writing this
column and thinking about other
things.
Maybe I'm just going about the NFL
Picks all wrong.
What's cooler, a Raven or an Eagle?

Racers set for Homecoming clash
DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

The Murray State football team
suffered a devastating loss last
season at Samford and is looking
for revenge 3 p.m. Saturday at
Roy Stewart Stadium during
Homecoming.
Murray State jumped ahead 3-0
last season only to see Samford
reel off 15 unanswered points en
route to a 35-6 victory. Murray
State quarterbacks threw a combined three interceptions.
The Racers enter Saturday's
game with the second-best rushing offense in the OVC, averaging
214.6 yards a game.
Samford has not done well this
season at stopping the run. The
Bulldogs are giving up an average
of 237.4 yards a game, and it
should play well for the Racers.
"We have a great offensive line
and we have a run-oriented
offense," Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said. "We're going to do
whatever it takes to move the
ball, so if we have to pass more.
we will."
The catalyst for the Bulldog
offense is senior quarterback Ray
Nelson. He totaled more than
400 yards of offense in his previous two games, and is the only
quarterback on the list of leading
rushers in the OVC.
The Racers will be keying in on
Nelson and have been preparing
different ways to slow him down.
"He is a great quarterback
because he knows when to throw
the ball and when to tuck the ball
and run with it," Pannunzio said.
"He's the best quarterback in the
qvc, and.:wcjus.twant to control
him.''
Another focal point for the
defense is the containment of
Samford's senior wide receiver
Efrem Hill. Hill is currently
ranked first in the OVC and sixth
in the nation in receiving yardage
per game with 109.2 a contest.
"Efrem Hill is an outstanding
wide receiver and will probably
be playing in the NFL next year,''
Pannunzio said. "Whichever side
he lines up on will determine
who covers him."
This will be the ninth time in
history the Racers and Bulldogs

Crippslgue~l

Junior wide receiver Daniel Rumley comes down with the football for a touchdown after a leaping grab over a Jacksonville State defender. Rumley finished the game with six catches and 89
yarcls as~ltie ltac~mffell to the Gamecocks 35-14. MSU committed four hlmovers in the defeat.
have met, and the series is even, Pannunzio said. 11We turned it
with four wins each.
over right before going in to
The Racers will be looking to score before halftime and anoth·
rebound after a 35-14 loss at Jack- er time on our own six-yard line."
sonville State Saturday.
Jacksonville State took a 14-7
Despite totaling 469 yards of lead with two minutes left in the
total offense, the Racers turned first half on a 21-yard touchdown
the ball over four times and pass. The momentum continued
spoiled a fine offensive effort.
into the third quarter for JackThe turnovers included two sonville State as they found the
fumbles by sophomore running end zone three times to finish off
back Chad Cook and two inter· the scoring.
ceptions thrown by junior quarJunior running back Ron Lane
terback Adam Fisher.
was held under 100 yards rushing
"We had two key turnovers," for the first time this season as he

only gained 23 yards.
Cook rushed for 129 yards on
24 carries. including a touch·
down, to lead the offensive
attack.
Pannunzia said for the Racers
to have success. special teams
have to limit th~ big plays.
"We gave up two big punt
returns, one for a touchdown.''
Pannunzio said. "WL• :.tllnwcd one
big special teams play against
Indiana State and we have to
work on that in order to win thir
year."

Racers play rude host to 10 teams at MSU Invitat;
Ryan Grothe
Staff Writer
rgrothe@lhenews.org

Michael MclaurineiTIJe News

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

Cincli

Sophomore Kyle Landrum,
&om Covington, blasts a ball
out of the sand ont o the green.

Freshman
Michael
Craft
chipped in a birdie on the 18th
hole at Francis E. Miller Golf
Course to cap off a first-place finish for the Racers at the Murray
State Invitational this week.
Coming into the third and final
round Tuesday, Murray State
held a one-stroke lead over
Morehead State, but the Racers
scored a l-over-par 285 on the
par-71, 6,601-yard course to claim
its victory.
Sophomores Kyle Shirley and
Jamie Frazier and Craft each
golfed a l·under-par 70 in th,..
final round Tuesday to cline'
10-stroke lead over the sP
place Morehead State &
The two-day, three-·
nament hosted 10 tr
tions Head Co·

likes to sec.
"You couldn't ask for better
weather," Hunt said. "These
greens are the best they've been
in years."
Hunt said the challenging
course is exactly what you wan•
in order to give teams a fair tP
"The weather was great t'
the wind picked up in
round,'' Shirley said. '
speeds and pin r
just brutal."
Shirley ancl
in the 54-P
a total ..
fled t'
te"

46 birdies anr'
ers shot tr
par-4 ~
Statt>

p?

MORE

.COM

12:00·4:00

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Friday: ES PN @ 7 p.m.
AL Divisional Playoffs
N.Y. Yankees at Minnesota Twins

Sunday: CBS 5 @ noon
National Football League
Raiders at Colts

Saturday: ABC 2 @ 11 a.m.

Sunday: ESPN @ 7:30 p.m.

College Football
Oklahoma vs. Texas

Sunday Night Football
Ravens at Redskins

•

,
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LBL serves as
Headball goal sends Racers past Jacksonville State more than
campground

Bouncing back
Stephanie Zeller

Contributing Writer

After a loss against Samford
last Friday, the Murray State
women's soccer team learned
from its mistakes and played an
energetic game against Jacksonville State Sunday at Cutchin
Field.
"The good thing about the
team is that we have been able to
bounce back from losses," Head
Coach Mike Minielli said. "The
players responded to a tough loss
on Friday."
The Racers faced the Bulldogs
at Cutchin Field. Murray State
outshot Samford 11-10, but were
unable to make any goals. Samford made three of its 10 shots on
goal to win the game. 3-0.
Minielli said Samford was
picked to win the Ohio Valley
Conference this year by OVC

Jann.1 Tanner/ The News

Freshman midfielder Liz Bennett heads a ball over a Samford defender . The Racers are
2·1 this season lD OVC play.

coaches in the preseason poll.
"We did a very poor job of
defending set plays," Minielli
said. "We didn't play with
enough emotion and energy."
Though the team clid not win
Friday, Minielli recognized that
members of the team played
well.
"Jamie Roche played an
extremely well game," said
Minielli. "It was her best game
this year."
The team did not have Roche,
junior midfielder, to help the
players on Sunday because of a
concussion she received in F:riday's game. However, this did
not stop the Racers from winning
the game against the.Gamecocks.
The women reviewed the
video of Friday's game and
focused on what they needed to
do to improve.
"(Our opponents) capitalized
on our mistakes and (we) didn't
capitalize on theirs," Jessica Fioranelli, junior midfielder said.
"Everybody was mentally
somewhere else," said Heather
Jones, sophomore keeper. "No
one put forth much effort."
The Racers realized communication would help the team beat
Jacksonville State Sunday.
Minielli told the women it
would take more than skill to
win. The women would also
need more energy and a desire to
win, he said.
Proving Minielli right, the
Murray State women were energetic and beat Jacksonville State
2-1.
"We played with energy and
fight," said 'Fioranclli, "It makes a
lot of difference."
Twenty seconds into the
game, senior T heresa Reedy
scored her 11th goal of the season.
"Getting a goal early in the
game:: like that ~ves the team a
lot of confidence," Mlnielli said.
"The first goal helped with the

I've always been fortunate to have
numerous places at my fingertips to
go hunting.
I've had good luck asking for permission to hunt new places. At times,
lt can be·tough to find people willing
to let you hunt on their land, but I've
fou nd perseverance and a little common courtesy go a long way. I've had
permission to hunt on private farms
around Murray since I started school
here nearly four years ago.
However, there
are
hunting
grounds open to
everyone that are
nearby.
Many
times,
when
hunters think of
public land, they
immediately think
of large crowds of
.. other hunters and
few game animals
to go around. I'll
admit, I've had
Will
this same attiRicky Agostini guest
Brantley
tude myself.
Sophomore forward Lacey Latimer heads the ball in the goal
Outdoor columnist
There are some
for the game·winner against Jacksonville State. The Racers
public hunting opportunities out
were defeated earlier in the weekend by the Samford Bulldogs.
there that shouldn't be overlooked.
One
of those areas is down the road,
team's energy (level)," Reedy
With only six games before the
in
a
place called Land Between the
said. "We wanted to win the conference tournament, the team
Lakes.
game really bad because (Jack- is beginning to position itself for
1 spent most of last weekend campsonville State) beat us last year a run at a high conference placeing
and bowhunting in LBL, and
and it was a really tough loss."
ment.
while
I didn't get a deer, I clid have a
"If we (win), we can put our~
If Reedy makes three more
big
time.
One of the things that
goals, she will break the Murray selves in a position to make conattracted
me
to the area is the fact
State single-season goal record, ference," Minielli said.
that
deer
taken
within LBL's borders
which was set by Jackie Thomas
The team's goal is to win at
do
not
count
against
the statewide
in 2000.
least five of eight conference
bag
limit.
In
other
words,
if you
Reedy said she is not con- games to place in the OVC. The
bowhunt
in
LBL,
you
can
shoot
a
cerned with the record and is women are 2-1 in conference
buck
and
a
doe
and
not
use
your
instead focusing on the team's play.
statewide tags. You must carry your
goal to make the OVC TournaAfter the game against Tendeer tags to record an LBL harvest.
ment.
nessee-Martin, the Racers will
however. In addition. hunters must
"I'm not really thinking about not have a home game for almost
purchase
a $20 hunter use permit and
the record," Reedy said. "It's not two weeks.
a
backwoods
camping permit if they
one of my priorities."
The next home game will be
choose
to
camp.
The Racers will play at home the {4«;tjf§ ~()Ad to last OVC
On my first afternoon, I saw dozens
against Tennessee-Martin at 1 game Oct. 22 against Tennessee
of
squirrels. and a big floc&< of turkeys
noon Saturday at Cutchin Field.
Tech at Cutchin Field.
passed by my stand. The next morn~
ing, I still hunted near a hidden lake
deep in a wooded area and listened
bull elk bugled on the Elk and Bisop
Prairie a mile away. That in itself was
something I'd never heard. and it
made for a great morning. Later th:it
second overall with eight-over- "This tournament will help us
stood in fourth place.
evening, I saw several deer, but none
Velvet Milkman, Murray State par, shooting 75-73-76, and senior sec where we stand within our
came within bow range. Just befor~
women's golf head coach, was Nikki Orazine shot 80-77-80, fin- conference."
dark, a big sow raccoon led her three
pleased with the team's perfor- ishing second for the Racers.
Following the Great Smokies
youngsters right under my tree stand.
Baron said to perform well in Invitational is the Precept Intermance after the second day of
The last morning I hunted was the
the future the team needs to collegiate Oct. 25 and 26 at
the invitational.
first frosty morning of the season. :1
"By Saturday the team was work on mental preparation and Austin Peay. The team is looking
hunted near the hidden lake, and
playing strong and was in fourth its short game, including fair- forward to this tournament
right at daylight, four wood ducks
because it will also test the Racplace," Milkman said. "Sunday ways and greens.
flew in and lit. I wasn't able to sit for
"At practice we each pick ers against other OVC teams.
we had the chance to finish in
long that morning because I hadn't
Since the team has played
second place but we did not play something we need to work on to
prepared for the cold temperature's
as well as we could have."
develop our strengths the best teams in larger conferences such
that greeted me when I opened my
as the SEC most of this season, it
Sophomore Christi Baron we can," Baron said.
tent. After about an hour and a half, I
The next challenge for Murray is more prepared to play OVC
agreed the team played well.
had to get back to camp to warm up.
"The course was tough and State is Oct. 18 and 19 at the Great teams, said Milkman. Murray
I did meet some other hunters in
there was really good competi~ Smokies Invitational at Western State should be competitive
LBL, and they were nice fellows who,
tion at the tou rnament, under Carolina University where the within the OVC conference, she
like me, just wanted to enjoy being
those circumstances, I think we Racers will take on 24 confer- said.
there. I know I'll be going back.
·
ence and non-conference teams.
..The OVC is as close across
did a good job," Baron said.
"The Western Carolina tourna- the board as it has been in a long
The team clid not finish as well
as it hoped to, but a few team ment is a good opportunity for us time," Milkman said. "I think we
Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
because most of the OVC schools have as much talent as anyone in
members excelled inclividually.
of The Murray State News, e-mail him
Senior Santie Koch tied for will be there," Milkman said. the conference.''
at wbrantley@thenews.org.

Women's golf places fifth; Racer places second
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Eclitor
brenfro@thenews.org

The Murray State women's
golf team made the four-hour
drive up the the Bluegrass Parkway to Lexington, last weekend
and fmished fifth out of 12 teams
at the Wildcat Fall Invitational.
The Racers competed against
teams in conferences from the
Southeastern Conference to the
Atlantic Coast Conference as the
meet was hosted by the University of Kentucky.
Mississippi State University
won the tournament, shooting
+34 and the University of Miami
fmished second, shooting +64.
Murray State started strong in
the three-day tournament, and,
after the ftrst two days, the team

'}De 'Wild 'R!spberry
••••••••••••••••••••

Three Day FaU Scrapbooktng Retreat
Whe n: Nov. 5, 6 & 7
Where: Hazel Baptist Church Fellowship Hall
(1bdr - " ' ~) Jlucl, KY, 8 m1b 80Wh ofMumry

Registratio n Deadline: Oct. 23

•••••••••••••••••••••

Call 753-0859 for more information
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Rifle team fails
to shoot past
Jacksonville State

Volleyball team earns first OVC win over Tigers
Coach, players see rotations
key to improving season

Jennl Gregory
BobHengge
Staff Writer
bhengge@thenews.org
Following last year's success,
the women's volleyball team
·entered Friday night's battle
against Samford with a 3-5 over·
all record and a 0·2 Ohio Valley
· Conference mark.
' A lackluster attack percentage
of .044 combined with a strong
Bulldog defense led to the Racers falling in straight sets 31-29,
30-24, 30·14, dropping its conference record to 0-3.
Senior outside hitter Kimberly
Bunnage and sophomore outside
hitter Holly Jansen Jed the Murray State attack with- 10 kills
each.
Jansen knows the team has
much to improve on for tpe rest
of the season. She said the overall rotation is something the
team needs to work on to gain
experience playing with each
other.
"It's been a lot different since
we pretty much had a different
team in the preseason," Jansen
said. "We just need to practice
over and over. Repetition will
get us where we want to be at
the end of the season."
Samford was led to victory by
. senior outside hitter Kristin
Berryman, who had a match high
14 kills. Senior libero Eileen Hat·
field had 22 digs while sopho·
more setter Abby Sites had 36
assists in the match.
:· The Racers continued its con·
; ference schedule by taking on
Jacksonville State Saturday, but
once again fell short as superior
' defense on the part of the Game.'cocks proved to be the differ·
~nee.
JackSOJlville State c.rushed the
women in the digs ~epartment

4-room
instaiiJtion. 4 mo. free programming
w/NFL Sunday Ticket subscnpuon.
Over 205 channels! Limited time ofler.
S&H, rL~trictions apply. 1-800-208·
4617
' Pole Barn 30x50x1 0 $6,395 includes
, painted metal. plans How-to-build
boo!.., slider (5pec1al40x64x10 S9,995)
frt..'l" Delivery, Nationwide Pole Barn~
937-559-5405
Sawmills- $2,695 lumberMarc-2000 &
LumberUtc-24. Norwood lndu~ttie~
also manufactures utility ATV attach·
• ments, log skldders, portable board
edgers and forestry ~uipment.
www.norwoodindustries.com
f"tt-e
lnform.uion: 1·800-578-1363 extJOON
Government Surplus- Great dt•<~l~ on
surplus and confiscated Items. [asy and
conwnienl, right from your computer.
IIE'ms ch,mge daily. Reg1Mcr free.
www.govdeals.com or c.11J (800)613·
0156

EDUCATIONAL
Earn your degree online from home.
Bu;~ness. Pc11a!ega!, comp~11ers, net·
working and more. Fin<~nc1al aid avail·
able, JOb placement assistance, and
computers provided. Call fre«~
; (866)858-2121

FOR RENT
Professional office spa.:e lor rcn1 ln
'· Frankfort. Just off US 127 nt>.1r 1·64.
~: Approximatel)1 700 square feet on SI:!'C:•
ond floor, pnvate bath, closets. $600
• per mon1h, include. watet"/S('O,vcr, elec• tric, g.u. Call 502-223-8821 .

: :::~e ~:cJ~~n~:n~W:~~~ b~~~~

in Venice. AU-new furnishings in 1750
:• sq.ft. 2 bedroom/2 bath oce.Jnlront
~ condo on the gulf. He.1ted pool, largt•
screen TV, fully furnished, privat(l park·

as JSU tallied 57 to the Racers 32.
Senior libero Casandra Ersel
had a' team-high nine digs, while
sophomore outside hitter Allie
Hunt had seven and freshman
setter Ashley Meagher handed
out a team-high 24 assists.
Junior outside hitter Suzi Terrell guided the Gamecocks to
victory with a match-high 18
kills, while middle blocker Shari
Weyer had 14.
Defensive specialist Kisha
West had 23 digs and sophomore
setter Emily Withers totaled a
match-high 36 assists.
After being swept in its past
two matches, the Racers
returned the favor to rival Ten·
nessee State, shutting out the
Lady Tigers 3-0 Tuesday night.
The Racers defense dominated after back-to-hack shaky performances limiting the Tigers to
20, 16 and 22 points in the three
games.
Bunnage bad a match-high 16
kills and picked up 11 digs, claim·
ing her sixth double-double of
the season and 14th career dou·
ble-double. Sophomore middle
blocker Katie Kemezys bad 13
kills and a .429 attack percentage, making only one error in 28
attacks.
Junior outside hitter Catherine
Armwood led Tennessee State
in both the kills and digs categories with nine and 13, respectively.
Sophomore outside hitter
LaQuata Marsh tallied five
blocks, while freshman middle
hitter Kelly Davis handed out 25
assists.
The win improved the Racers'
record to 4-7 overall, and gave
the Racers its first OVC win of
the year.
With a young team, Head
Coach· Dave Schwepker knows
ups and downs are inevitable.

ing. Smoke free, 3 month minimum,
available Dec. 1st. Call Jim Morrow
941-488-4027

HELP WANTED
Experienced Reps W<lntedl B.1nkCard
Merchant Services, 100% v<.'Sled flf<...
time wsiduals, faxed application5, same
day merchant numbers, d1scount &
transaction as low as 1.60%-8.5¢, 888·
287-6033 ext.302
Firt-iighter: Learn firefighting ~kills.
Great pay, benel'its. mu~t relocate. 17·
34 years old: h.s. diploma. Call M·F
800-284-6289
Glasgow Chamber oi Commerce is
searclling for ,1 creative, motivated
visionary for Executive VP. Need strong
financial and management skills. Sal.1ry
range $47-bOK depending on experi·
!'nee, plus benefib. Email jennie Wil·
son
t~t
jwilson@citlzensfinancialbank.com or
mail resumes to 118 E.1st Public: Square.
Glasgow, KY 42141. Cut-off ddte is
Oc: tobcr 29th.
Owensboro Medical Health System h.ls
openings for the following Financt1
Acoounting positions; •financial Analyst, Full-time days/ flex. Bachelors
Oegree in finance, Accounting or
equivalent education. Minimum ol 3-5
yeo~rs work expet"ience in a financi,ll
fil•ld. Prefer individudl with prior rev·
l'nue cycle cxperlenc!!. Will work in
collolboration with management st.lff to
provide analytical support for the
finantl' division and patient finandal
services department. •Senior Financial
Analr.;t. Full-time days/ flex. B~chelors
dl11ree in rinance, Accounting or
ect.uivalent. Master·, Degree prt-ferrcd.
M1nimum of 5-7 years work e>~J>C!icnce
in a financial field. Knowledge of Third
P<~rty
Reimbursement
including
Medicare and ME'dicaid cost reporting
required.
Apply
online
111
www.omhs.org or send resume to
OMHS, Human Resources, 811 E. Par·
ri~h Ave., Owensboro, KY 42303

Contributing Writer
The Murray State rifle team continued its season Saturday against Jacksonville State and finished up the
weekend Sunday, competing in the
2004 Tiger Open Air Rifle Match.
The Racers finished in second and
third place for the air rifle and smallbore competitions at Jacksonville
State.
Leading the way for Murray State's
Gold Team were senior Robert
Purdy, who shot 587 in both air rifle
and smallbore, junior Alex Culbertson with a 579 in air rifle and 574 in
smallbore, and sophomore Justin
Sparks, who had 582 :in air rifle and
575 in smallbore. The Gold Team fm·
ished with a composite score of 2313
in air rifle and 2300 in smallbore.
The Racer Blue Team was paced by
senior ~e Gardner, who shot 557 in
air rifle, and sophomore Josiah
Brooks, who shot 568 in air rifle and
578 in smallbore. The Blue Team fm·
ished with a score of 2261 in air rifle
and 2284 in smallbore.
In the Tiger Open, Murray State's
Gold Team finished second behind
Jacksonville State, with a score of
photo~

Located inside Wai-Mart.

The Ad...ocate-Mcsscngcr In Danville,
KY.. needs a 5 " t e r to JOin our 3·
pmoo sports
nment. We cover a 5·
county area in
I Kentucky Including 9 high school programs plu~ Ct.'lltn.1
College and UK Spons. II you're looking
to live in J smilll town ,,nd work for a
professional daily newsp.1per, send your
resume to debbiew®.1mnrwuom, l>~y·
out and photogr.lphy l'Xpt"fiC'rn l' :t plus.
Competitive salary, excellenl bt•nefit
package._ ~
COL-A Drivers: Minimum 6 months
OTR •Team runs to West Coast •Lal!•
Model Equipment •Great pay, m1lcs, &
benE'!Its. Call Sieve Moll Trucking. Ask
for Marcl1-80(}..253·5 148
Company & Owner Operators. Home
every
weekend!
2500-3000
miles/week. No toUl.h tre1ght/ Drup-N·
Hook. Sign-on bonus, Hfl, tnc:. 1·800.
342-2677 www.BfliNC.mrn
Dnvcr- Covenant Tran~port. Te.1ms ,md
solos check out our new P·'Y pl.m. A~k
about our reg1on~l runs. ()wnN op<•m·
to~. experienced d11wrs, solos, tE'ams
and graduate students. Cnll 1·8BB·
MORE-PAY ll-877-667-37l<IJ
Dri\'t!f· Owner Operators Rqlcutive Runs
available. Earn up to $.90 pm ~rsc and
SSOO siRfl on ~! Guaranteed home
time. Call Candy .u Churchill 1-800-333·
5555 ext.875 or apply v1a Fast App at
www.churchilltrans.<rlm

Drivers: Owne.r Operators· Tractor~
$1.53, Straight Trucks $1.15, Cargo
Vans 5.75·.80, sign on Incentive. Call
Tri-State E.'pedite0888-J20-5424
Drivers: Slart at 35 CPM, 37 CPM in 4
months: Monthly bonus, assigned
equip, Ownt-r-Ops A\1l over $1 per
mile. $0 down le~~e-purth,IW. Home
4 d.1ys ewry 2 Wf'l'k>, Cl.m·A & J
Mo_:.}xp. Req. 1·877-452·5627__
Drivers· Teams. we've got milt.>s! rarn
41 ¢1m tie. No NYC, pay on delivery
and guaranteed homctimP. USA TruC'k
R00-237-4642
.....

Dnvcrs- Van Owner Op's- •ssoo fuel
Rebate •Avg pay S1pm all mtlcs •Start
pay 83¢pm •48 Hr. settlements. Class
A COL· 1 yr. verifiable exp. CX Rober·
son J-800·767-7109 or email us at:
contractel'rubersonlr.1n~.com

lleartland'5 GrPI'n Mile$. "I brought in
$65,000 bst yeilr, and this year it will
be even morel" Ri!'k Trulk 1351 .
$.50/mill'! hcciiPnt homC'tlme and
unpreccdt·nted pay! I year OTR
rt'quired...leanland Express 1·800·
441-49';) www.heanl~ndexpress ~om
Need job! CRST No cxpt.oriencd No
problem! No credit ~;heck, No month·
ly payment~. lmmed1ate benefit pat:k·
age! Now hiring in your area. 1-877·
443-6289

Lowest
prices guarantHd. Fr~ IM.lls and free
drinks. Book 11 people, ~ 12th trip
free! Group discounts for 6+
www.SpringBreakOiacounts.com or
800-838-8202.
••t:l Spring

CHERRY BLOSSOM GOI.f AND
COUNTRY ClUB, Gt•orgt•town. Golf
Diges1 voted u~ best plan'S to play
2004! Join us for your next rounc:Vouting. Special Membership available.
502-570.9849!
Panama Oty Beach, Fl Sandpiper-Sea·
con Beach Resort hcb sustained NO
hurricane d.1mage and is still open for
business Withe LOWEST RATES ON
THE BEACH. From $39 (1·2p. arrivtSun!Mon- Free hight. call for detail!>,
restrictions). Poofs, ia:zy river ride,
water slide. parasailing, hot tub, su1tes,
tiki bar. The B(whes are Beaut1iul.
800-488·8828 www.sandpiperbeacon.com

family Ueahh Care wlprescription
plant $69.95/mo: Best network. excellent coverage. No limitatrons! Includes
Dental. vision, pre-cxsisting cond. OK!
Call wcs 800·288·9214 ext.2332
•start-up £res requirt'(l

Ownes/ Opcr.uorr ·'" cents/ mile'
.!700-31 00 miles/ week. No·toUl h.
Paid lolls! b.1~ pi.1tes. Sllwly year
round. ~ Y('.US 0 IR, Cl.ls~-A COL
ret.juirt•d. ROO-'lfd·l36.l, www.rivet~idl'lr.tnsporl.com
__

Dnvtn: Must be <""n!!f OfJ(.'fators. No
touch freight. Up to SO.IWS1.00 mile. No
foo:ed dispatrh. liome weekends, older
trud<> wecomro. T& T Ocdic.tted Carri·
ers. Inc., Louisville, KY 1-8Q0.511.()()ll2

Reg10nal Runs Avai!Jblc! Ilome week·
ly, Midw~t· 1'/ortheast· Southeast.
Also hmng OTR Company- Owner
Operator· Solo- Te.tms. Call 1-800.
Crt-DRIVE www.didrlve.com

Divorce .5 195; Incorporation S195;
rour alternative to expemive legal fees!
1-800-303·1170
or
nc~~iccOaol.com
_________

Dri\-ers, Over the road, 35 states. Flat
w/sides. late model wnvenllona!s. 3
years experience. 52,000 s1gn on
bonus. Start .34¢·.38¢ mile ~henellrs.
Call (8001444-6648

Star Transport Needs Inexperienced
driver~ Home most Wt.'t!kends, Peter·
belt lrud•. ~hawd tuition. Food and
lod_g_Tg pro_vided. 1·600-455-4662

.SSC...SHSS Cash now for Wuctured sef·
tlements, annul he, and insurance pay·
outs. 18001794-7.110 JG Wentworth...
JG Wentworth means cash now for
structured settlemcnl~.

------

ffirB
AMENDMENT
MSU ALLIANCE

Cash for strudurcd settlement/ annuity
payments. It's your money! Get cash
now when you need il most! Oldest/
best in the business. St.>ttlcmen: purch~sers. 1-877-Money·Mc
Fre<• DIRECTV Sat~·llitc System, and 3
iree months of I lBO, indudes delivery
and tnstall<lhon. no hidden charges,
call 1od.1y lor dNaiis 1-600-352-9992
DTVsateltlh:.<·om
Refinance your m.tnuft~ctured home or
purthaSt• a nt•w onel!! We spe<:ialize in
FHA, VA, Convenltonal Joan~. Competitive rates with linle or no down pay·
mcnt. 1-866-729-6841

CL!\S~IFIEDS

RATES

HEALTH

Drivers- .37 Cents a mile! 2700-1100
mile-. a week. No-louth drv irt•ight.
Steady year round. "2 yt.ws OTR Cf.1~s
~A" CDL Required. 800·%·1·3 161
www.riversidetransport.ccJm

KENTUCKY'S MARRIAGE AMENDMENT IS
TOO EXTREME, AND NOBODY NEEDS ITI

C 2004 Bloclbuster Inc

Rifle Head Coach Ann Proctor was
pleased with her team's performance
during the weekend.
"We did very well last weekend,
and now we know what to expect our
performance to be as the season progresses," said Proctor.
Former member of the Racer rifle
team and Olympian Morgan Hicks,
senior, said this year's team has the
opportunity to be a good squad.
"We're starting off good," Hicks
said. "It looks 1ike we're finding out
where everybody is shooting on the
team. We have good potential this
season and we'll he ready for the big
matches to come."
The rifle team continues its season
at..-8 ~ Oct 16 against T.c.Jmes.see
,.
Tech at Murray State.

ern Kentucky and Eastern Illinois.
Eleven conference games still
remain for the Racers as the
team tries to improve its confer·
ence record.
The top eight teams in the
conference make the OVC Tour·
nament.
The women's volleyball team
will travel to Tennessee-Martin
at 7 p.m. on Tuesday.
Racer fans will have to wait
until Oct. 22 to see the women at
Racer Arena when they take on
Eastern Illinois.

(ill)
Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE.

2324.

by Michael Mclaurine/The News

Sophomore outside bitter BoDy Jansen spikes a baD against Tennessee State Tuesday. The Racers earned its first OVC victory
this season by beating the Tigers in three straight games.
"It's just going to take some
time," said Schwepker. ·•our
rotations are starting to work,
and we're becoming more comfortable with our roles. Our
players arc starting to relax
more and learn their duties."
As it stands the Racers are 1-4
in the conference and 3-7 overall
after Tuesday's game.
The 1-4 record in the OVC is
good enough for ninth place
overall.
Three teams share the lead at
the top of the standings with 4-0
records: Jacksonville State, East-

•

PER WORD!

Power wheelt h&irs. snx>ters and hospit:ll beds at absolutely nu Lost to you.
Calf Toll f'tt•e 1·800-708·9.101

THE'M.\ttrray

NEWs

MISC.

111 Wilson Hall
Classifieds must be
paid before they run.

PRAISE AND WORSHIP

REVIVAL
GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
4726 Hwy. 121 N.

@

Stella

Oct. 10, 11 & 12

7 p.m.

Experience God's Love With Us..
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Miami @ New England
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Minnesota @ HoUston
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The cover photograph is of a
women's gymnastics class in the
old Libera l Arts Building, now
Wilson Hall, in 1926.
The News staff would like to thank
Campus Historian Ernie Bailey, for
his assistance with retrieving early
photographs of Murray State, and
the Alumni Affairs Office, for compiling a contact list of Murray State
alumni the staff could use to localize . some important events in
American history.

The Murray State News editorial
board had a difficult time deciding on
a title for this 2004 Homecoming special section.
The University's theme for this year
is "Thanks for the memories," and the
editorial board wanted the title of the
section to come from that, but looking
at the content made some people wonder if that would be the best choice.
To keep with the theme, the staff
researched major events, from Murray
State's establishment in 1922 to the
World Trade Center attacks in 2001.
and interviewed alumni and current
students who saw the impact those situations had on the University community.
Some of the events are not positive,
and editorial board members wondered if alumni and students would
actually be thankful for the memories
of events like the Vietnam War, segregation and the Heath High School
shooting.

As you can see, the
title is "Memories."
Whether
the
memories are good
or bad becomes
irrelevant when you
think of Saturday's
events. T he alumni
will gather at the
parade, Tent City
and the football
I
game to talk about
good times and good
friends.
Childers
You may notice
Editor in chief
several important
events, World War I. the Korean War
and the Oklahoma City bombing, were
not covered in the special section.
Because of a limited staff and space,
not every impor tant event could be
induded.
T he Murray State News staff tried to
cover a wide range of events that
would highlight eacn decade.

~~~-

..

ugust
Authentic Chinese Cuisine
At Its Best
" Best Chinese
Restaurant"
two years running!

oon
Lunch Buffet:
11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Daily
Dinner Buffet:
Sun. - Thurs.
4- 9 p.m.
Fri. -Sat.
4 - 10 p.m.

Menu Dine-In and Carry Out
Olympic Plaza • Murray • 759-4653

1920-1949
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The beginning of MSU's memories
Stephanie Buford
Online Editor
sbuford@."'thcnt!w.~.org

While low-ranking on the world
events scale, the founding of Murray
Normal School is the biggest event in
the history of the University.
Louise Swann, 1932 alumna,
acknowledges the change in the
Murray community.
"You have no idea how many families (and businesses) ,!!lOved in,"
Swann said.
Swann lived in Murray when Murray
Normal School was established. Her
two older sisters, Ruby and Lorene,
were some of the earliest Murray
graduates. She remembers in the
school's early years, Rainey T. Wells,
founder of the university, asked her
family to house ~tudcnts.
"1 don't know how we did it with one
bathroom," she said. "A couple of the
boys took showers at the college to
help. We lost a Jot of towels but it
relieved the bathroom (situation)."

One young woman, Eva McDaniels,
1920s alumna, stayed with Swann. She
said was not completely sure why she
recalls McDaniels so vividly. Swann
said two reasons might be McDaniels'
outstanding personality' or beauty.
The Hut was a hangout place in the
days when the school began. It was a
restaurant located across the road
from Sparks Hall. Swann said she didn't really go there because she didn't
have time to relax.
''I worked at the registrar's office,"
she said.
She also helped out at the familyowned grocery store.
Murray State did not only offer college classes in its early days, it also
offered high school classes at a training school. Swann attended Murray
High School. instead of the training
school. Swann was unsure why some
people went to the high school and
others went to the training school.

see MURRAY I 4

courtesy of Ernie Bailey

This is a proposed master plan for the original campus drawn by Joseph
and Joseph Architects of Louisville. When Murray State was first established, college courses were offe red along with high school classes at a
training school. The college brought diverse demognlphics to the area.

Early alumni reflect on hard times
Melissa Kllcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

J.D. "Stumpy'' Rayburn, 1935
alumnus, played basketball and
football for the University, but
worked to pay his way through
school because scholarships
were not available.
Rayburn attended Murray
State
during
the
Great
Depression and said almost all
athletes at that time worked to
earn their way. He studied physical education and later coached
for three years.
"I went to work at 4 in the
morning in the girl's dorm," he
said. "I built six fires and had the
stoves ready when the cooks got
there. I left for classes at 7 a.m."
After basketball or football
practice in the afternoon,

Rayburn said, he was finished
with work, but many of his teammates were just starting.
"We paid our own tuition and
bought our own books," he said.
"We worked and only received
room and board."
The food shortage during the
'30s had little effect on Rayburn
since he ate in his dormitory. He
said kitchens were in the basement of Wells Hall. Women lived
in Wells Hall, and men lived in
Ordway Hall.
Rayburn referred to the athletic scholarships of the '30s as
"b;<;)Om scholarships." He said
this meant everyone had to work.
"It wasn't like it is this day and
time. when you just play sports
and that's it," Rayburn said.
"There just wasn't any money,
period. Everyone lived, but
everyone lived alike. Some peo-

ple had money but not too many."
Even without the incentive of
athletic scholarships, Murray
State seems to have attracted
some talented athletes.
Rayburn said the 1933 football
team was the first undefeated
team in the University's history.
He said the team defeated the
University of Louisville 105-0.
Despite working before classes
each day and many weekends,
Rayburn said he and friends
found ways to entertain themselves with their limited spending money. He said only one student he knew owned a vehicle.
"The community was real good
to us," he said. "We would walk
to the corner of Main Street,
stand and people would pick us
courtesy of www.loc.gov

see OPPORTUNITIES I 5

This photo shows a poverty-stricken boy during the Great Depression.

Murray~tate changes community, causes educational groWth
Pro111Pap3
"They just cledded to 10. I sue-.~'
Swann said.
Ernie Bailey, campus bistotlaD, said
III.UIY hiP school courses were tauabt
at the college to catch the students up
to the level of education they needed
to be at Cor c:oJJese.
Bailey said not all of the •cateh-up"
stucleW.s were from this area. They
continued to offer hish scbool courses.
ud the first dil'lomas issued by
Murray Normal School were for bish
school graduate&
The lint tush school CQDIJilellCement for Murray Normal School took
took place Ia June 1924.
Bailey said before the college was
Councled Murray bad been an ilolatiecl
little towD, not IIIIlCh chUJ8ed siDce
thelBOOs.
•At the time. transportation wu hOI"'
rible: Bailer said.
Bailey said the respo~~~eln tbe _,.
munity to bearins oC the possibility of
a college being bullt in town was great.

ICentucty uea a place where teachers

coulcl be traiDed.

~·lasleJOn the ftnt 180 ...Uti 1111D

--rbel:e wu a real J"88'DiD8 for a earolled In~ NciliiiiS.IIa~by
hilber educa'tloa flcillty in this part of the third week. 200 ,... -.rone;lil)
. . ....,.. ~said.
the scb.ool. ff1 .of wldeb weN cOUep
_., sail . _ WD a lawsuit to IMel.
tbe spdDa the .........
prewat Murray from. being the loca- bad IDaeuecl to 400.
tio& el a aonaalacbooL
The ftnt taur.,.., bM:hel8n clepee
•Some of the tOWDI that clidD't pt wulssuecl to !yelp thm In ma mel
<the normal achool) said the Normal her dipleJDa is aew oa 4llplay in

at.,

School Committee exceeded its
~ and (the lawsuit) - - all
the ..., to tbe .Court of Appeals."
Ealey said.
It wu cledded in 1922 that one of the
normal schools would be bailt ill
~ mel Oil Sept. 34, 191.3 Murray
Noaaal School opeae4. Bailey Slid.
The ldleolwas not built oa the land
OfiliuUy pwdtated
• 1923, dasses were held in what Is
llQW Murray Midclle School. Ealey

llicL

Pope-L.ibnrJ.

. . , .... theN . . . two clmiDs
forces fl. the foudla& of Murray

Normal SdMJoL

ThOle ..... -

John w.

.......,T....

Carr,

lint . . ddtdplllllcleRtOfthe1mMr-

C .. . . the
ftnl pa nlielll of tbe acbool, fbllowed

by Wella.

"'Carr . . . . . . . . _.., .... ~
Slid, 'It tool£ two of 111 to .... dais
woli. We hal OM who 'WOl'laed ater-

ully a

oae•

worW .._....,...

TOURNAMENT

Ameries's
newest
sport
_Come staow off your skills
It tbt ISJI Beehear Gym

ber6,2004

Starting at 9 a.m:
To register call the YMCA at (270) 759 9822 &ask for Chanel Crutchfield
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Employment scarce during 1930s
FromPage3

courtesy of www.loc.gov

This destitute family packs its belongings into
a truck to move west. Automobiles such as
"'
these were
scarce on Murray State's campus
during the Great Depression.

smaller because it was contained
in the QJ.lad.
~urray.
Even though many in Belote's
"Every time you could (find a high school class did not attend
job) somewhere, you would take college immediately, he said
it because you didn't know when many of them benefited from the
you could get another one," he GI Bill and began college after
said.
serving in the military. The war,
Belote said he and many other Belote said, kick-started the
students worked weekends, econo.t]ly.
instead of hanging around town.
·~fter the war started, they had
In his free time, Belote said, he jobs everywhere," he said. "The
would play basketball or do any- GI Bill also got more people eduthing that was free.
cated."
"Most people weren't working,
Belote said he remembers disbut all of us were about the same, tinct changes in Murray as the
so we didn't know the differ- Great Depression faded and
ence," he said.
money became more abundant.
Parking was not a problem in
"Everybody's always interested
the early '40s because only a few in doing better," he said. "(After
vehicles were on campus. Belote the Depression). people started
said the only parking lot was in fixing up their house and things
front of Wilson HaU and a few to take a little pride in their
other scattered places. However, house when they had the money
he said the campus was much to fix it."
in Wells Hall and a hardware
store located in downtown

up, and we would hitchhike
downtown and go to Sunday
school and hang out around
town.
"People would stop and pick us
up and take us back home,"
Rayburn said. "Everybody had little spending money."
Rayburn said when he attended
school, Main Street was basically
the only street in town.
Jack Belote, 1941 alumnus, came
to Murray State with $50 to pay
for his first semester's tuition and
books, and that was enough.
Belote said he stayed with his
sister, who lived in Murray, while
attending school because his
funds were so limited:
With jobs difficult to come by,
Belote held multiple positions
while he was a student to pay his
tuition and expenses. He worked

1111 24 111r1

Huddle House is aproud supponer o
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T icket Prices:
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King's gyrations, style defme d~cade
A lumni remember Elvis' first appearance on 'Ed Sullivan ,Show'
from the waist up
because his dancing
hbryant@thenews.org
style was offensive to
some people during the
Mention the '50s and conservative '50s.
most people will recall
"At the time it was and
one rock 'n' roll musi- the standards we were
cian with jet-black hair, expected to have in
curled 1ips and a pair of those days, (his dancing)
blue suede shoes.
was risque," Crafton
Elvis Presley's first said. "If we had done like
appearance on the "Ed that on the dance floor at
Sullivan Show" on Sept. Murray State, we would
9, 1956, is a moment cap- have been asked to
tured on film and in the leave."
memories of those who
She said Elvis is a
witnessed it firsthand on great music icon and has
TV.
been kept alive through
Martha Crafton, 1956 his music, which she and
alumna, said she has others still enjoy today.
always been an Elvis fan,
"He could sing the
and was probably in the most serious, religious
lobby of Wells Hall dor- song and then come out
m itory when she saw with a rock 'n' roll song
Elvis' appearance on the during the same show,"
"Ed Sullivan Show."
she said.
"His voice can relate
Crafton said Murray
to different types of State students used to go
music more than any to Chuck's Music Store,
artist I've ever heard," which was downtown, to
she said. "He was a great purchase records.
mus1c1an and could
Crafton said she and
relate to all crowds."
her friends would pool
Elvis was only shown their money to buy a

Heather Bryant
College Life Editor

courtesy

.gov

Elvis Presley dances his trademark moves. His
first appearance on the 'Ed Sullivan Show' was
on Sept. 9, 1956.

record, then sit in listening booths to decide
which record they wanted.
"I treasure aU of their
friendships and all the
wonderful times we had
at Murray State," she
said.
Since everyone did not
have a record player, the
women in Wells Hall
would open their doors
to listen to the one player, she said.
Hal Prow, 1959 alumnus, said he was sitting
in a fraternity meeting
room in Wilson Hall
watching TV when he
saw Elvis' flrst appearance on the "Ed Sullivan
Show."
"It was a much anticipated event," he said. "It
was pretty well the talk
of the campus."
Prow said showing
Elvis from only the waist
up was too much censor.ship.
"(It) opened up people's ideas of what was
decent and what was

not," he said.
Wallace Baggett, 1954
alumnus, said students
generally identified with
Elvis during t¥t time
because they were close
to his age.
"He was so outstanding and captured the
mood at the time," he
said. "We were into all
that
contemporary
music then."
Baggett also had a connection to Elvis through
his job during the '50s.
"I worked in the men's
department of the store
where (Elvis) used to
buy his shirts," he said.
William Wiles, 1953
alumnus, said he thinks
mothers of the '50s were
worried for their daughters in terms of Elvis.
The opinions people
had at the time of Elvis'
image and gyrating
pelvis branded his new
style to be too sexually
illicit.
Said Wiles: "To a lot of
people, Elvis was the
devil personified."

Segregation ruled unconstitutional
Phillip Dishon

schools as unconstitutional
under the 14th Amendment's
pdishon@thenews.org
clause of equal protection.
This decision overruled the
Today, the campus of case of Plessy v. Ferguson that
Murray State is filled with claimed segregated schools
diverse students and faculty. were "separate but equal."
Yet more than 50 years ago,
Rep. Robert Buckingham,
the community of Murray, like Murray State's interim direcmost in the nation, was segre- tor for emerging technology
gated.
and 1955 alumnus, said the
According to the Web site Murray community in the '50s
encyclopedia.com, on May 17, was not heavily affected by
1954, the Supreme Court case the Supreme Court's decision.
of Brown v. the Board of
"(Segregation) was always a
Education of Topeka, Kan., very minor th.i ng but that was
declared segregation in public probably due to the small
Staff Writer

minority
population,"
Buckingham said.
Buckingham also said when
the time came for the school
systems in Murray to integrate, they did so peacefully.
"I don't recall any great hostility," Buckingham said.
"There was no outside interference."
However, Buckingham said
prior to the Supreme Court's
ruling, be could sense a drastic difference between the two
groups.

courtesy of Thomas j . O'Halloran

see BLACK I 8

These school girls Une up in their classroom after the
beginning of integration In schools.
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Black, white issues within Murray
FromPage7
"They didn't bother
us, and we didn't bother
them," Earl Hudspeth
said.
Hudspeth graduated
from Douglass School, a
kindergarten through
12th-grade school for
black students, in 1943.
"(There was) a difference between white and
black," Hudspeth said.
He said black students couldn't gain
admission
to
the
Murray High School
football stadium during
games, leaving them no
option but to climb
trees to watch.
According to Kyhumanities.org,
few
Kentucky
public
schools fully accepted

the government's inte- more restrictions.
·•we couldn't go in
gration programs in the
years following Brown (the stadium) unless we
v.
the
Board
of were in school and
Education. Ninety two playing football," he
percent of Kentucky's said.
Black students in
public school systems
were integrated and 62 other southern states
percent of black stu- were not even allowed
dents had classes with this privilege.
According to Historywhites.
Hudspeth said the channel.com, integraMurray
community tion in Little Rock, Ark.,
began to offer more led to heated violence
rights for blacks during when the Arkansas
the end of his high National Guard was
school·
career
at ordered to halt school
integration.
Douglass School.
Buckingham
said
"In my last years of
school (football play- Murray never played
ers) could go to watch host to any major
(Murray High football protests and there was
games)," Hudspeth said. no outside interference.
Still, Hudspeth said
Said
Buckingham:
that with this new- "Everything was done
found freedom came on a local level."

courtesy of www.history.ky.gov

Demonstrators march In protest to a segregated society and hold signs
asking the pubUc to deny business to those that support segregation.
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TV technology gives viewers color, changes culture forever
Heather Bryant
College Life Editor
hbryant@thenews.org

It was like an artist's palette
with only black and white
paint to create shades of gray
or a sky fiUed with storm
clouds and no bdght, blue sky
in sight.
This is symbolic of what TV
viewers watched before the
Federal
Communications
Commission approved color
TV Dec.l7, 1953.
According to Earlytelevision.org, the first color TV
sets sold in 1954 cost $1,295,
and by 1955, the price had
decreased to $795.
Betty Barber Gore, 1951
alumna, said she did not own
a color TV when they were
ftrst.sold, so she would go to
her neighbor's house to watch
color programming.

"We said it was like going to
the Technicolor movies,"
Gore said. "(Color TV) was a
new invention that enriched
our lives."
Color TVs became more
prominent in the early '60s
because prices decreased.
Sara Hussung, 1953 alumna,
said the introduction of color
TV was a marvel.
"(Color TV) was a big deal
because they cost more and a
lot of people couldn't afford a
color set," she said.
Courtesy of U.S. National Archives and Records Administration
Hussung said she relllemA
family
sits around a color TV, which was introduced in
bers going to a restaurant
the
early
'SOs but was not prominent until the '60s.
called The Hut, which was on
the corner of Futeenth and
"I remember that my attended college at Murray
Olive streets, when she was a boyfriend came on Sunday State.
student at Murray State in the night after church and we
"You can imagine what a big
'50s, to watch the World would pop popcorn and deal that was to have someSeries on black and white Tv. watch television," she said.
thing like a color TV,"
Toni Bohannon, 1966 alumna,
She said she lived with her Bohannon said.
said the invention of color TV family on a large farm in
Her neighbors used to visit
was a spectacular thing.
Calloway County when she her family's house to watch

15

color TV, she said.
"(Color TV) didn't take the
place of church in our family
but we did spend a lot of time
on Saturday and Sunday
nights watching television
together," Bohannon said.
Bob Lochte, professor of
journalism and mass communication, said he remembers
"Bonanza" being one of the
most popular shows ftrst done
in color.
"There were a lot of musical
variety shows with costumes
and they went to color quickly," he said. "There was a transition period of 10 years
before TV got to the point all
TV programs were in color."
He said the NBC peacock
trademark was created to
show the element of color.
Lochte said by 1962 there
were about 1 million color TV
sets in use.

(2.149)
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Assassins strike
Murderers shoot president, civil rights activist, campaigner
M elissa Kilcoyne

•

News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

Murny State students
crowded around televisions
and radios for updates after
three national leaders died
because of assassinations
during the 1960s.
The unprecedented assassinations created uproar
across the nation, and the
University community was
'
no different.
President John F. Kennedy
was fatally shot Nov. 22, 1963,
in Dallas.
.
Less than five years later,
Martin Luther King Jr. was
killed April 4, 1968, in
Memphis. Later the same
year, an assassin killed
Robert Kennedy June 5 in Los
Angeles.
Vador Ann Perry Warfield,
1968 alumna, was student
teaching
at
Paducah
Tilghman High School when
news of the King shooting
reached the area.
"I really remember sitting
in a classroom because we
watched the funeral on the
TV," she said. "It was one of
those things, you would just
sit and wonder, 'what is this
world coming to?'"
Warfield said before 1963,
no one heard of leaders being
assassinated. She said the
nation was in disbelief at
what was happening. She
considered the King assassination a personal loss.
"You just thought he was
going to be there to lead us
for a long time, and it was a
man cut down in his prime,"
she said. "(My roommates
and I) sat around in a daze,
like we had just lost a family
member."
One memory Warfield said
she has of King's life is his

courtesy ofV.1ne~sa Childers

A statue of late President
John F. Kennedy sits at
Presidents
Park
in
Williamsburg, Va. Kennedy
served as the 35th president
of the United States.
delivery of the "I have a
dream" speech. She said
many talked about him having delivered his own eulogy.
Warfield said the Murray
community was not very
involved in civil rights prior
to King's death.
"I don't think we've ever
had a national leader to
replace (King), and all the
good things we went through
to get us in a good place, the
students today seem to take
that for granted," Warfield
said.
Shortly after Warfield
graduated, Robert Kennedy,
brother
of
President
Kefinedy, was assassinated.
"I was still getting over
Martin Luther's death and
was thinking, 'has this world
just gone crazy with these
good men being killed?"' she
said.
Another memory Warfield

courtesy of Library of Congress

Civil Rights Activist Martin Luther King Jr. speaks after the 'Selma to Montgomery
March' in Alabama in 1965. King was assassinated three years later on April 4, 1968.
has of the string of assassinations is of the Lee Harvey
Oswald. who was charged
with
killing
President
Kennedy, was being transported to another jail. She
watched the events unfold on
television.
"We saw (Jack Ruby) walk
up and shoot (Oswald)," she
said. "That really stands out
because it was like I was
there when it happened. I
didn't see that replayed later.
1 saw it when it happened."
Donald Bennett, 1964 alumnus, was a senior at Mutray
State when John F. Kennedy
was assassinated. He said he
found out about the assassination when he returned to
his dormitory room after his
classes.

"I don't remember why. but
I turned on the radio. and at

that time the announcement
came on," he said. "I do
remember the immediate
speculation on who fired the
shots."
Bennett said he listened to
most of the news account on
the radio. but tuned into the
television that evening to see
the body returned to
Washington, D.C. Bennett
said
students
gathered
around televisions and radios
with their friends to listen to
the news, and he did the
same.
"I stayed on the radio the
rest of the day because my
last class had ended," he said.

see ALUMNI I 11

courtesy of www.wikimedia.org

An assassin shot Robert F.
Kennedy after he won the

state of California In the
1968 Democratic: primary.
Five others were wounded.
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Alumnus says race relations still hostile despite bill's 1964 passage
FromPage12
founding member of the
University's
chapter of
Omega Psi Phi.
He-said the act changed the
way many people saw black
citizens' roles in America.
"It empowered black people to play a role in society,"
Lowery said. "It made them
more of a part of America
because, before that, there
had been all kinds of things
they couldn't do."
Lowery's memories of race
relations at Murray State in
the 1970s are more violent
than Sandusky's from the
1960s.
"It was very hostile," he
said. "People then believed
blacks were second-rate citizens, like we were not really
human. Blacks were still
treated inferior because they

were thought to be inferior."
Lowery said he remembers
meeting opposition from the
administration and alumni
during the 1972 Homecoming
when he and other black students went to an alumni luncheon to ask the University
to hire black faculty members
and dorm mothers.
"The alumni picked up
chairs and threw them at us,"
he said. "We were taken to
jail, but the police let us go
because we hadn't done anything wrong."
Although he did experience
animosity from some students, faulty and administrators, Lowery said not everyone was hostile.
"There were many professors who were very supportive. but we're talking about
people who· were educated,
and were continuing to

increase their education,"
Lowery said.
Although he bas seen some
positive changes in race relations since the time of segregation and Jim Crowe laws,
Lowery said many people
have to educate themselves
and acknowledge the need
for more improvements.
"People need to be able to
learn to appreciate those
groups," Lowery said. "You
need to appreciate how those
people get to where they are.
A lot of people never look at
the root cause. They just look
at what's going on right now.
"So many people just need
to be more educated," he continued. "There is a lot of
progress that has been made,
but it's hard to see that when
you see the bad things still
happening. There is still a lot
of hatred out there."

courtesy of National Archives and Records Administration

A demonstrator at the •March on Washington for Jobs and
Freedom' displays a flag on Aug. 28, 1963.
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War veteran, alumnus share love of music
by Elizabeth Cawein
Opinion Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

courtesy of Joe Hedges

Marvin Gaye's musical career in 1961 with
Motown Records. He had many h1t solos
and sang duets with Tammi Terrell and
Diana Ross. In the 1970s, his musical career
shifted from duets to songs containing
political commentary on the war.

When Mike Hamilton
was in Vietnam in 1971, he
listened to Marvin Gaye
sing about the war and
world peace on the record
"What's Going On," from
the same-titled album.
Hamilton, 1970 alumnus, served a one-year
tour of duty in Vietnam as
a commissioned officer
after completing the
Murray State ROTC program.
"Music was a necessity
when we were over
there," Hamilton said.
"We listened to every
American station being
carried. by the network. It
literally kept us going
from day to day."

The music helped the
soldiers remember why
they
were
fighting,
Hamilton said.
"We needed to hear the
message from back home,
and not about our country
being divided,'' he said.
"Over there, any moment
could
mean
death,
whether it was your
buddy got shot or you did.
It kept the memory alive
of what we were there for
- to fight for freedom.
Even if it may not have
ended that way, that's why
we were there."
While music was a daily
method of survival for
Hamilton and his fellow
soldiers overseas, it was a
method of protest and
redress for his peers back
home.
''Music back then had a

tremendous impact, and
the artists knew it, that's
why the songs were coming out," Hamilton said.
"In the early '60s and '70s
when the riots were going
on on college campuses
and different songs were
being made it did have an
impact and it did influence students. You could
really hear it in the
lyrics."
Hamilton said the
Motown sound
was
strong on campus during
his years as a student, and
recalled concerts at
Murray State by Wilson
Pickett and the Supremes.
Another of the musical
explosions of the '60s was
the folk movement. With
artists like Bob Dylan
weaving political rhetoric
through his acoustic folk
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songs, the music swept
throughout the country,
often lending itself to the
hippie
movement.
Arguably the culmination
of the movement was the
Woodstock music festival
in 1969.
Donald Oliver, 1967
alumnus. was a fan of earlier folk artists such as
Peter, Paul and Mary and
the Kingston Trio. He
recalled concerts on campus by those two groups
and other folk artists like
The Brothers Four and
the
New
Christie
Minstrels.
"In the late 1960s, when
people began to protest
Vietnam, I guess it did
lead the thinking of young
people," Oliver said.
"When we were there, we
thought it was important."
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Nixon resigns amid scandal
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

When the nation tuned in to
watch President Richard
Nixon resign from office Aug.
8, 1974, the Watergate scandal
of the 1970s permanently
changed some people's views
of elected officials.
Jim Clinkenbeard, 1977
alumnus, said the Watergate
incident added to voter apathy,
which was already on the rise
at that time.
"I don't think it helped at all
(with
voter
trust),"
Clinkenbeard said. "That just
began the media's getting into

more of what happened, and
coming forth with more documents."
The Watergate incident
occurred during the 1972 campaign for the White House.
The first arrests were made
in the investigation on June 17,
1972, when five men were
charged with burglary of the
Democratic
Party
Headquarters, according to
Musarium.com.
Nixon was reelected that
November in the largest landslide in Republican history
over Democratic challenger
George McGovern.
The
president
denied
involvement in the burglary,
but later resigned to avoid a
pe nding impeachment inquiry
in the U.S. House of
Representatives.
In
Nixon's
resignation
speech he said: "I shall leave
this office with regret at not
completing my term, but with
gratitude for the privilege of
serving as your president for
the past five and a half years.
These years have been a
momentous time in the history
of our nation and the world."
Clinkenbeard said because
Nixon resigned, his presidential achievements are forgot-

ten by many.
of the burglary.
"I was very disappointed,"
"We learned a lot more after
he said. "He was excellent in the White House tapes began
foreign policy, and I think that to be released." he said. ''A lot
the Watergate scandal kind of of the language that came out
tainted his record on every- was very unflattering (of
thing. He opened up China Nixon). He sounded paranoid,
when they were a threat to this and that's how people think of
country."
him now."
Instead of simply keeping up
Johnny Bohannon, 1964
with politics during the alumnus, said after Watergate
Watergate era, Clinkenbeard the pubic began to scrutinize
followed the previous cam- pubic officials and not simply
paign of Nixon as well.
trust their word.
"I was initially surprised (by
"I think it was a sad day in
Watergate), but I wasn't our history," he said. "I guess it
naive," he said. "There had showed us how many times
been a lot of dirty tricks over people look up to politicians,
the course of that campaign and that was one of the first
and previous campaigns."
times in my life I was truly disWhen Nixon campaigned for appointed by them."
president in 1960 against John • While politicians arc human
F. Kennedy, Clinkenbeard beings who will inevitably
became involved. He lived in make mistakes, Bohannon
Virginia, and his father said, they arc supposed to lead
the country and be above disworked in politics.
"Politics were always part of hont!sty.
the family," Clinkenbeard said.
Bohannon said Nixon's
"As a 10-year-old, I had cam- image before the scandal and
paigned for Richard Nixon, his resignation was one of
and my photo was on the front trust.
page of The Alexandria
"I think prior to this he was
Gazette. My father was a liber- perceived as an honest person,
al Democrat, and my rear end doing a good job," Bohannon
said. "It looked like he had the
got it when he saw that."
Nixon
received
the best interests of the country at
Republican nomination in heart."
1968 and went on to defeat
Though Bohannon disVice
President
Hubert agreed with Nixon's judgment
Humphrey in November.
in the 1972 election, he said
Clinkenbeard
said
the Nixon's decision to resign was
Watergate era resulted in good.
Said Bohannon: "The best
media outlets becoming more
critical of elected officials.
thing he could do at that time
He said television stations was to resign and to apologize
played tapes from discussions to the natio n."
courtP~Y oi tht' New

Hampshire Political L1brary

Richard Nixon and wife Pat greet supporters in Nashua,
N.H., in 1956, almost two decades before Nixon's election.
The Watergate scandal occurred during the election in 1972
when Nixon faced Democratic opponent George
McGovern. The Democratic Party Headquarters was broken into, and Nixon resigned from office in 1974.
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Challenger_exploSion shocks world
Nathan Clinkenbeard

watching something from
Star Wars."
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
The Challenger disaster did
happen. and it took the lives
Spaceflight picked up steam of seven people. One of those
in the late '60s when America killed was a teacher, Sharon
landed on the moon, but no Christa McAuliffe, who was
one could have imagined how to be the first teacher to fly in
quickly the space program space.
would grind to a halt Jan. 28,
McAuliffe became the first
1986.
winner of a program called
That day lives in the heart Teacher In Space Program, in
of many as seven astronauts which teachers could apply to
were killed in the Challenger become an astronaut. Her
space shuttle exploded on its death and the death of others
way into outer space.
made people wonder if spaceTonya Turner Elliott, 1988 flight was worth it.
alumna, remembers where
''A lot of us questioned the
she was when she learned the space program," Elliott said.
Challenger had exploded.
"It almost seems like 'why?' A
"I was in the Curris Center teacher was J<illed, and it just
in between classes when 1 made you wonder why it had
heard about what happened," to happen."
Elliott said. "1 was with some
President Ronald Reagan
other students, and we just mandated an investigation,
stood there amazed at what and the commission's report
we were seeing."
claimed the cause was a failElliott said no one could ure in an "0-ring" seal in the
believe it had actually hap- solid-fuel rocket on the
pened, and there was an eerie Challenger's right side.
feeling about the disaster.
Fault was also put on the
"It was all very surreal," shoulders of officials at
Elliott said. "We were stand- NASA who allowed the
ing there watching it, and it
almost felt like it didn't happen. It was as if we were
see LAUNCH I 21

courtesy of nasa.gov

The Cballenger space shuttle takes off from Cape Canaveral, Fla., shortly before explodIng in midair o n Jan. 28, 1986, ldlling the seven astronauts aboard. ·

Communism suffers with demolition of Berlin Wall
Adam L. Mathis
Assistant News Editor
amathis@thenews.org
For Mark McClure, the
world became a little less cer. tain Nov. 9, 1989.
McClure, 1983 alumnus.
grew up in a divided world;
one where, despite the ten:
sions on both sides, warfare
was impractical because of
the arsenals each side possessed.
That began to change the
day the Berlin Wall fell.
"There's a certain amount
of stability in there being two

sides to the world," McClure
said. "So, there was an uncertain aspect to what the wall
represented as it felL"
That year, McClure worked
at the Strategic Air Command
in Omaha, Neb., determining,
in the event of war, what locations the United States would
hit with nuclear weapons and
trying to ascertain what locations the USSR might target
in our country.
The Berlin Wall began as a
barbed wire entanglement
system in 1961 irt the divided
capital of Germany. Designed
to prevent East Germans from

moving to West Germany,
according
to
Historychannel.com, it was
later expanded to run the
length of East Germany's border with the West.
Mikhail Gorbachev, general
secretary of the Communist
party in the Soviet Union, met
with the West German chancellor in May 1989, and told
him the Soviets were unwilling to use force to stave off
democracy in its satellite
nations, according to the
German Historical Museum
Web site.
Six months later, East

German officials, under considerable pressure from the
populace, decided to allow
citizens free movement to
West Germany. The wall fell.
"(Gorbachev) helped with a
process that took it (the
Soviet Union) down," said
Joseph Fuhrmann, professor
of history.
Fuhrmann said despite
popular belief, the Soviet
satellite nations, which consisted primarily of nations in
Eastern Europe, were a drain
on the Soviet empire.
Gorbachev, in essence, decided to cut them loose.

"(Gorbachev) expected that
by stepping out of Germany ...
the Germans will invest heavily in the Soviet Union,"
Fuhrmann said.
The Soviet Union, at the
time, was under increasing
financial strain in an effort to
keep up with the United
States. President Ronald
Reagan began spending large
amounts of money in the
development
of
new
weapons, forcing the Soviets
to keep pace.
"If you look back on the

seeWALL/21
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MTV brings music to life, transforms recording industry with 198llaunch
FromPage22
a face with a name, which
made it different from the
radio," Schneider said.
Although the network started with a videos-only format,
throughout the last 23 years, it
has taken a new approach.
Tuning in to MTV in 2004
means seeing live concerts,
news, documentaries about
bands and performers and
numerous shows.
"MTV used to be non-stop
videos, now it is full of programming, which I think is
either because of the competition or the audience's
response," Wilham said.
"Beavis and Butthead" and
"The Real World" began the
trend of television shows on
MTY, altering the video-only
format. "The Real World" also
began a phenomenon we now
call reality television.

Other shows blossomed at
MTV such as "Daria," "Road
Rules" and more recently,
"Jackass," "Punk'd" and "The
Osbournes."
In the early '80s, MTV was
accused of being racist for featuring mostly white bands.
The network said there were
few if any videos from black
and other minorities, and soon
after, MTV highly advertised
Michael Jackson and his
"ThrilJer" album.
Jackson, whose song "Billie
Jean," was one of the all-time
most popular videos on MTV
became an icon in music history. After Michael Jackson
arrived on the scene, the network began to air more rap
and hip-hop music.
"MTV opened up new
avenues for performers and
their audience," Schneider
said. "New stations like BET
were formed, stemming from

MTY, which have given viewers a chance to see and experience other cultures."
Many bands criticized MTV
and, judging by their lyrics,
made it loud and clear.
The Dead Kennedys, a punkrock band, released "MTV Get
Off the Air," which featured
the lyrics: "You've turned rock
'n' roll rebellion, into Pat
Boone sedation. Making sure
there's nothing left of the
imagination. MTV get off the,
MTV get off the, MTV get off
the air."
Dire Straits also campaigned against MTV with its
song, "Money for Nothin',"
with the lyrics: "I want my, I
want my MTV. I want my, I
want my MTV. Now look at
them yo-yo's, that's the way
you do it. You play the guitar
on the MTV. That ain't
workin' that's the way you do
it. Money for nothin' and your

chicks for free."
Although there are criticisms toward MTV, many
think MTV has made the
music industry better than
ever. It was one of the frrst
networks to speak openly
about issues like sex, homosexuality and the rights of
young Americans.
With the Choose or Lose
campaign, MTV has supported voting and getting young
adults involved in their country. Not only does MTV
encourage voting, it also
shows live coverage of presidential elections and interviews with candidates.
In 1992, both presidential
candidate Bil) Clinton and his
running mate AI Gore
appeared separately on MTV
programs in an effort to reach
young voters. Recently, Sen.
John Kerry has also been on
MTV's election program.

Wilham said people his age
just do not relate to what is
now on MTV, so many have
negative views of the station.
"We need to get out of that,"
he said. "I may not agree with
MTV encouraging voting for
example, but the issues they
present are important and
overall I think MTV is a positive influence."
Weis agreed and said he is
biased because be is older.
"The reasons l dislike MTV
now are the exact reasons I
used to love it," be said.
Since 1981, MTV has been
influencing viewers in one
way or another, and remains
the powerhouse of the music
industry.
For the Dead Kennedys and
the Dire Straits out there,
maybe you should just turn off
the tube because too many
people today ure still singing,
"I want my MTV!"
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Dayso terror
World Trade Center assault
brings nation, campus closer
Adam L Mathis
Assistant News Editor
amathis@thenews.org

courtesy of Joe Hedges

A Heath High School student screams in horror as she learns the results
of Michael Carneal's shootings. Three students were ldlled and flve were
wounded when Carneal.opened fire on a morning prayer circle.

Unimaginable

Heath under attack
·Vanessa Childers

room before heading to the daily student prayer circle in the high school
lobby. Seconds after the prayer, Hand,
vt•hilders@thenews.org
Steger and their friend Missy Jenkins,
senior from Paducah. were shot.
Kelly Hand said she has relived the
"Kayce was holding my left hand,
events of Dec. 1, 1997, more times than
and Missy. my other best friend. was
she can count.
holding my right," she said. "We said
"I still have the memories, but I've
'amen,' and I took about three steps
told the story so many times that it's
before I heard a pop-pop sound and
like a movie that plays over in my
heard people telling me to get down. ...
head," Hand, senior from Paducah,
It took a few minutes to realize what
• was really going on."
said.
Nearly seven years after the Heath:;
Hand had been shot; the bullet
High School· shooting, Hand said she
entered and exited through the skin of
still dreams about Kayce Steger, one of
her shoulder without causing signifiher best friends, who died from a bulcant damage.
let fired in the school lobby.
She said after the shooter, 14-yearHand said she and Steger had first
period together that year, and had
dropped off their books in the classsee MURRAY/25
Editor in chief

While the United States was facing
one of the worst terrorist attacks in
history, some Murray State students
were still asleep.
Berry, a sophomore at the time, was
one such student until a fearful friend
called.
Unable to understand what her
friend was saying, Berry went downstairs and checked the news. That was
when she saw people covered with
dust from the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist
strikes.
"You always see things blow up like
that in movies," Berry, senior from
Owensboro, said. "You don't see it for
real. Then you realize, wow, this really
did happen."
Berry, however, still had to go to
class.
"It was kind of one of those eerie
days," Berry said. "No one really did
anything, ~ut you still had to go to
class."
While Berry was still in bed,
Andrew Felker, then a high school student, was sitting with his classmates in
Spanish class. Like Berry, he was
unaware of the morning attacks.
His first indication of trouble came
when his teacher was told the
Pentagon had been attacked.
"I initially thought that it was probably an accident," Felker, sophomore
from Providence, said.
It was not until later he learned of
the other events and that it was an
attack.
"I really became concerned about
my own well-being," Felker said. "If
this could happen in Washington,
D.C., it could happen anywhere. I
wouldn't say I was frightened, but I

courtesy of www.bigiotos.com

Smoke from the North and South
towers of the World Trade Center
blankets the New York City skywas concerned."
The first plane crashed into the
North Tower at 8:46 a.m., Eastern
Time, followed by the second plane
which hit the South Tower at 9:03 a.m.
The third plane crashed into the
Pentagon at 9:45 a.m., with the fourth

see TERRORIST I 26
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Murray State students cope with friend's murder, school tragedy
FromPage24
old Michael Carneal, finished
the clip, he let the gun roll on
his finger. and slid back
against the wall.
According to Courttv.com,
in 1998, Carneal was sentenced to life in prison with
the possibility of parole in 25
years.
Hand said after the shooting ceased, she sat on the
floor. and, for the first time.
got a good look at what happened.
"Jessica James was sitting,
leaning up against a pillar, and
she asked me if I'd been shot,"
she said. "I told her I thought I
was. and asked if she was .s hot.
She said, 'I think I might have
been."'
James, who was a senior at
Heath, died later that morning.
"I saw Missy laying on the

floor, and she was saying she
couldn't feel her legs," Hand
said.
Jenkins said she was paralyzed from the chest down by
the bullet that entered her
body, hit her lung, grazed her
spinal cord and exited from
her left shoulder.
Hand said she saw Steger
laying on the floor after the
uninjured students were
cleared from the school lobby.
"I saw a girl off to the side
who no one had really seen.
and I kney; it was Kayce," she
said. "She always wore a green
Nike jacket with the swoosh
on the back. I walked over
there, and I knew something
was wrong. I nudged her and
asked her if she was OK, and
then I turned her over and
started screaming."
Steger had been shot in the
back of the head. Steger was
pronounced dead at the scene.

"It was like something out of
a scary movie," she said. '1t
was nothing anyone would
ever want to see."
Hand said she and Steger
had been best friends since
they started school together.
They shared a birthday, Sept.
27, though Hand was a year
older.
Jenkins and the other critically wounded were transported to either Lourdes
Hospital or Western Baptist
Hospital.
· Hand transferred to St.
Mary High School after the
shooting because she said it
was too difficult to go back to
Heath with Jenkins still in the
hospital and Steger dead.
"I just couldn't take being
there without them," Hand
said.
While Jenkins was in
Lourdes, Hand said she spent
the night at the hospital to be

Peach Blossom
Healtlz Foods
EspResso

with her.
"Missy took everything better than I did," Hand said. "I'm
a grudge-holder, and I will
never forgive (Carneal). Missy
forgave him quickly. but I
can't. I know it's a sin not to
forgive hlm, and I may forgive
him someda'y but not now."
Jenkins said she did forgive
Carneal for what he did to her,
but she did not forgive hlm for
what he did to her friends.
Since the shooting, Jenkins
has become active in educating others about the dangers
of having guns in schools.
"I feel like that's been my
mission and purpose for this
whole thing.'' Jenkins said.
Heath High School's 1997
principal, Bill Bond, who
retired from the McCracken
County school system in 2000,
said everyone who was
involved with the shootings is
still in the healing process.

He will say Carneal's name
only in rare situations because
of the way media played the
event in 1997.
''They continued to focus on
the shooter, and it seemed to
me that the focus should be on
the victims." he said. "I was so
disgusted with it all. They
kept talking about him. They
didn't mention the prom that
Missy wouldn't be able to
dance at or the marriage that
Jessica would never have. It
wasn't about the shooter; it
was about the victims."
Bond works with the
National
Association
of
Secondary School Principals
to help educate administrators, teachers and students
about crisis management and
school safety.
Said Bond: "I spend all my
time now trying to keep this
from happening at another
school."
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Terrorist actions lead students
to question safety, well-being
FromPage24
plane crashed in Pennsylvania after
the passengers attempted to regain
control of the plane from the hijackers.
The effects from that day have been
dramatic. Aside from imprinting the
mundane details of the day in the
minds of those who witnessed it, the
attacks were costly, both in human life
and economically.
According to CNN.com, 2,973 people were killed in the attack on the
World Trade Center. The attack on the
Pentagon killed 184, and 40 were
killed when the plane crashed in
Pennsylvania.
In a report issued by The Century
Foundation in 2002, the destruction of
the towers cost New Yorkers about
$105 billion over the next two years in

property damage and lost jobs and
rent and caused approximately $83
billion of damage to New York City's
economic structure.
According to a 2002 article on
C~.com, repairs to the 2 million
square feet of the Pentagon damaged
in the attack will cost approximately
$700 million.
Assistant History Professor Chris
. Bierwirth said the event is part of a
reaction to the increasing spread of
modernization and secularism, aside
from the horror of the attacks and
serving as one of the landmark-events
of the 21st century.
"This is all part of the reaction
against secularism," Bierwirth said.
"Secularism, commonly follows modernization since the new technologies
often involve using Western education."

The

courtesy of www.bigfotos.com

Skyscrapers vanish in the smoke and rubble as one of the towers crashes
to the ground. At 10:0S a.m. on Sept. U, 2001, the South Tower collapsed
sending debris Into the crowded streets. Twenty-three minutes later at
10:28 a.m. the North Tower fell, erasiDg the World Trade Center.
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Iraqi tanks begin to bomb Kuwait oil weDs after Iraq accuses Kuwait of
stealing oil &om .R.umaylah on field, which borders both countries.

Gulf War brings turmoil
to nation, alumnus' family
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeord@rhenews.org

On Murray State's campus in the
early '90s, students could be seen
wearing buttons or stickers that read
the same messagt· as the yellow ribbon magnets on cars all around the
nation today.
"Support Our Troops."
In 1990, President George H. W.
Bush began feeding troops into Saudi
Arabia after Iraq invaded Kuwait in
early August. It was not until an Allied
Apache strike at 2:38 a.m. Jan. 17, 1991,
that Operation Desert Storm officially
began.
For Sean Finnegan, 1993 alumnus,
the war led to his brother Paul being
shipped out to lay his life on the line
for his country. Finnegan's brother
was 18 years old at the time and serving for the U.S. Navy on a frigate
named the Thomas C. Hart stationed
in the Red Sea during the Gulf War.
At the time, Finnegan was taking
part in a Murray State Study Abroad
program in Canterbury, England.
Being in foreign countries presented a
real communication challenge for the
Finnegans.
"It was a different dynamic being
over in England trying to communicate with my brother," Finnegan said.
"I was faced with uncertainties as to
how I could be in contact with him,
and there were commu nication

delays. People had the Internet, but
not everybody was up to date on email. Of course, I was concerned for
his safety."
The talk of the draft was also in the
air in America, but Finnegan said
wl,lile people were worried about the
draft, it was also known that college
students had little chance of being
drafted.
"There was some talk of a draft and
I was in the crosshairs, especially
being at the age that I was," Finnegan
said. "There was information, though,
that if you were enrolled in a fouryear program you were less likely to
be chosen."
Gene Garfield, professor of law and
international affairs, said there were
no war demonstrations on campus.
"I don't remember any protests, and
even during Vietnam there weren't
many demonstrations," Garfield said.
"There were minor demonstrations
against ROTC back in during
Vietnam, but that was it."
Draft talks slowly died down as
General Norman Schwarzkopf made
quick work of his mission to free
Kpwait from the former leader of Iraq
Saddam Hussein.
The war lasted only three months,
and ended with a cease-fire agreement on April 6, 1990.
In all, 532,000 soldiers served in
Operation Desert Storm. There were a
total of 147 battle deaths, 145 non-battle deaths and 467 wounded in action.
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Bush takes presidential election
despite media's early prediction
Ryan Grothe
Staff Writer
rgrothe@then~org

Hanging
chads.
Butterfly
ballots.
Concessions and retractions.
For the frrst time since
1888, a candidate who
did not win the popular
¥ote won the White
House. Tliirty-six days
after Election Day in
2000, Vice President Al
Gore called George W.
Bush to concede the
race. Gore said, this time,
he would not be calling
back.
On Nov. 7, 2000, it
became clear the elec-

tion would be decided in later, Gore discovered
the key state of Florida.
the margin had been
At about 8 p.m., major reduced to a few thoutelevision networks esti- sand votes and called
mated, based on exit Bush to retract his con·polls, Gore had beaten cession.
Bush
In the weeks following
in
Florida.
However, as results from the election, lawyers repthe panhandle region resenting Bush and Gore
came in the networks fought in courtrooms
were forced to retract from the district level to
their prediction, and in the U.S. Supreme Court
the early hours of the over voting rules on
morning
announced counting and recounting
Bush held the margin for votes.
the presidential victory.
"This was something
After hearing he would we haven't experienced
probably lose by about in our lifetimes," said
50,000 votes, Gore called Mark Wattier, professor
Bush to concede the · of government, law and
international affairs. "It
election.
Forty-five
minutes is the key election that

~(C.W,__,.
Oelllocntir ({;oft)

courtesy of http://nationalatlas.gov/electionsprint.html

calls to the legitimacy of believed the majority is
the election."
often misinformed.
Though falling behind
·~t Murray State durby about 500,000 popu- ing that time, much like
lar votes, Bush was elect- the rest of the country,
ed with 271 electoral the single most often
votes against Gore's 266. expressed sentiment was
The Electoral College that the Electoral College
prevents
what
the should be abolished,"
Founding Fathers called Winfield Rose, professor
a "tyranny of the majori- of government, law and
ty,"
because
they international affairs, said.

Ste a~

Rose said people need
to realize there has
always been possibilities
of voting p roblems,
whether it be with pater,
mechanical or the computer ballots often used
today.
Said Rose: "It was the
fault of the voters themselves who misunderstood the voting ballots."
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Y2K scare bears minor effect on Murray State
students
..

Elizabeth Cawein
Opinion Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

In the months leading up to Dec. 31,
1999, fears of a global computer crash,
to be caused by a glitch known· as the
Y2K bug, had some people convinced
the end of the world was near.
While concerned citizens in other
parts of the country were hoarding
water and canned goods and checking
on back-up power supplies, 1998 alumnus Todd Earwood said the feeling on
campus was calm.
"There was never a feeling of panic,"
Earwood said. "I never bought into all
of it."
Earwood said the apocalyptic fears
of some paled in comparison to the
true concerns of the new year.
"The biggest scare factor of it all
was nothing to do with the end of the
world and what might happen to us,
but with banking systems and what
would happen to our money," he said.

In the early days of computer programming, years had been programmed as two digits, not four,
meaning 99 would stand for 1999.
Thus, when the clock struck midnight on Dec. 31, the computers of the
world would register the year as 00, or
1900, causing mass malfunction.
Earwood was at a gathering at his
parents' home in Georgetown that
New Year's Eve. He said the response
from his family and friends was more
curiosity than concern.
"We wondered what would happen
from a technical standpoint," Earwood
said. "What would happen if our
clocks and computers weren't working, what would happen to our banks?"
Earwood. who was on campus in
1999 as a graduate student, said he was
confident Murray State had prepared
for the possible glitch.
"I know Murray probably had some
back-up plans in case something did
go wrong," he said. "The computer
folks probably spent a lot of time plan·

La- Cosina
Mexicana

ning and preparing to make sure that if
anything did happen, they would be
ready."
Andrea Zimmerman, 2000 alumna,
echoed Earwood's sentiments.
"None of my friends were ever really concerned about it," she said. "I'm
just not one to worry about things like
that."
The Central City· native attended a
friend's New Year's Eve gathering that
night, and said in hindsight she feels
the scare was blown out of proportion.
Jennifer Utley Crosby, 2001 alumna,
said she feels the scare was a wake-up
call for a society dependent upon
computers.
"'t made us aware of the potential of
what could happen," Crosby said. "If a
problem like this happened once, it
could happen again and we can go
ahead and work toward fixing those
problems now. 1 don't think it was a
waste of a scare. It made us think, and
that's never a bad thing."
Crosby was also at a friend's home

on New Year's Eve 1999, and said she
never had any concerns about the possible effects of the computer glitch.
"I think it has a lot to do with my
dad, because he works for a bank and
he had been working for a couple of
years on getting it ready for the
switch," Crosby said. "I figured if he
was doing this then probably a lot of
other businesses were working on
their systems, too."
Crosby said she thought the greatest
worry for most people was monetary.
"People were worried their money
wouldn't be there," she said. "I saw on
the news people going to the bank and
taking out all of their money because
they were scared it wouldn't be there
the next day or that it would be such a
mess they wouldn't be able to get to
it."
Regardless of the feelings of concern
from the rest of the world, it seems the
students of Murray State kept calm,
for the most part, in regards to the
Y2K scare.
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